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Death Toll Expected To
Rise In Train Accident
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In Our 93rd Year
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER 4 TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Ervin McCuiston, age
76, who died yesterday at her home on Murray Route
Five, and Mrs. Myrtle Thornton, age 77, who died
today in Jackson, Tenn.
Two local boys, Larry V: Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L.V. Jones, and Thomas 0. Young, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Truman 0. Young, have completed recruit
training with the U.S. Marines at Paris Island, S.C.
Mrs. Betty Outland Vinson was named as
"Business Woman of the Year 1962" by the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club.
Miss Nancy Katherine Apman, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Hall of Owensboro, was married to
Charles Hayden Walston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Nanny of Murray, at the Third Baptist Church,
Owensboro.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER 4 TIMES FILE

The popcorn market got off to a fair start
yesterday when local markets opened to pay farmer
$5 per hundred pounds for ear corn and $7.14 for
shelled corn.
Mr. and Mrs. G.H. Wilson of near Stella will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on
October 19 at their home.
Pvt. Benny L. Ray is now stationed at Redstone
Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala., where he is attending
Guided Missile School.
Mrs. Robert Hahs, commissioner, presided at the
meeting of the Girl Scout Conference held at the
Scout cabin. Mrs. Frank Murray, regional scout
director, Lexington, was the speaker.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER 4 masa FILE

Deaths reported are Joshua (Newt) Parker, age
80, Mrs. Robbie Nell Calhoun, age 21, R.H. Wilcox,
age 86, and Jim Hicks.
Sixty men will leave October 14 for induction in the
U.S. Army at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
The possibility of abandoning the county jail on
North 4th Street and making a new one on the third
floor of the court house was discussed at the regular
meeting of the Calloway ColinTy Fiscal Court, according to Judge C.A. Hale.
Dr. Hal E. Houston has been elected to fellowship
in the -American College of Surgeons.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Radford celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary on October 4.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. A.H.
Kopperud and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buel Hargis,
both on October 5.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For I have received of the Lord that which also I
have delivered unto you.—I Corinthians 11:23.

We are delivery men, and our main business in life
is to ieceive the blessings of God and pass them on to
others.

Isn't It The Truth!
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FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 9, 1972

Look in the section in which will be most important now. In
your birthday comes and find all that you do, consider your
421
,
2 1
what your outlook is, according motives carefully. Do capitalize
to the stars.
on your bright ideas, too. They
could pay off handsomely.
ARIES
il
l AQUARIUS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
Frances Drake
!
Apply a corrective formula to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
FOR SUNDAY,
matters that need revision. A If you have a problem to solve,
new format may be the key to wait until the early afternoon
OCTOBER 8, 1972
the success for which you have when planetary influences will
been looking. A bright day is in be better than in the a.m. You
may have to modify some of
Look in the section in which the making.
your demands.
your birthday comes and find TAURUS
PISCES
what your outlook is, according I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Apply the techniques used in (Feb. ZO to Mar. 20) X
to the stars.
past efforts. But do not hesitate Though restlessness and some
ARIES
to update plans and vitalize contention may prevail, it is
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) illYi
k4
your approach. Tact in personal within your power to cope with
There will be more to think
them and make this day a
relationships!
about than the immediate
memorable one.
GEMINI
moment. And, possibly, more
( May 22 to June 21)
persons involved with your
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Enthusiasm in the perplans and activities than you
formance of duties may be native of Libra, one of the most
realize. So take more time to
somewhat difficult now, but artistic and esthetic Signs. You
organize.
earnest effort will pay could excel in music, writing,
TAURUS
gratifying dividends. Iron out painting or the theater and
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
differences with others as there is something of the
Don't crowd yourself during quickly as you can.
philosopher-poet in your nature.
the early hours, so that you 'CANCER
All this, of course, if living up to
become overly fatigued. Some (June 22 to July 23) 19
0 your potentials and developing
interesting situations after noon Dynamic thought and action your finest assets. Undeveloped
will demand your complete should be yours this day. Some and willing to settle for lower
alertness, good judgment.
of your ideas will be con- plateaus of excellence, howstructive, others not feasible. ever, you can become selfish
GEMINI
Choose well.
and dictatorial, brusque and
(May
to June 21)
in
disagreeable
your
Some changing sittsatkaa.-Do LEO
relationships with mankind
not be dismayed. Accept them (July 24 to Aug. 231
with your inborn adaptability Interpret carefully where you The choice is up to you. Make it
sense hidden meanings. All of a point to cultivate your
and perceptiveness.
them are NOT deceptive; some beautifully imaginative and
-CANCER
may simply need clarification. creative side, and the world will
(June 22 to July 23)
welcome you with open arms.
This should be an interesting VIRGO
(
Aug.
24
to
Sept.
23)
Birthdate
ROA,
of: Miguel de Cerday. Consider all propositions
put before you, sift pros and In spite of some confusion now, vantes, Spanish author; Gen'l.
you can handle situations more Leonard Wood, former Gov.cons, and choose only the best.
ably than others, thus enhanc- Gen.l. of the Philippines.
SUCCESS OR failure in the war on
Romance favored.
And his authority to impose ecoing your position. Being
dangerous drugs must necessarily nomic restrictions is not an option,
LEO
realistic is one of your best
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124
be relative.
but a mandate designed to protect
; assets. Use it!
Don't underrate your in- LJBRA
Success, as defined by President • our children's future and our counventive ideas. Take advantage (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Nixon, would be "the unconditional try's future.
of promising aspects to perform Situations may place you in
surrender of the merchants of death
THE PRESIDENT wisely re_-_
Students at a Solana Beacr„
in a stimulating manner, conflict with those in authority.
who traffic in heroin ... the total frained from any claims of reducbefitting your Sign's talents. Arguments will not get you Calif., school claim to have
Avoid discord.
banishment of dreg abuse from the tions in drug abuse as a result of the
anywhere,however. Be discreet made and eaten the world's
largest banana split. More than
American life.')
and amiable.
federal drive thus far.
500 students paid 25 cents each
VIRGO
SCORPIO
But it would be a mistake to term
Anything short of total victory
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /IP
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) /tiler' for a helping.
anything less as .failure.
It was 357 feet long, weighed
Some unusual development in If yesterday was well spent, this
serves only as a reminder that
One life saved, one child protected American families are
the making will affect you day should be even better7Your 660 pounds, contained 500 bastill shatnanas, 500 pints of ice cream.
pleasantly. Especially favored
from a lifetime of misery, one drug tered by
the tragedies of young vicnine quarts of butterscotch to
now: Travel, domestic in- thinking should be sound and
victim reclaimed would be enough to
you have a fine chance to take a
tims, that profits still accrue to drug
nine of strawberry, and 18
terests, new friendships.
justify the most stringent measures peddlers
big step forward.
and that the narcotics trafof chocolate, as well as crushed
to halt the flow of narcotics into the
SAGITTARIUS
LIBRA
nuts and cherries
fic remains more of a threat to our
ell(fO
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
United States.
national stability than the possibility
Vigor must be accompanied You should find yourself freer to
AND MR. NIXON'S warning to
of enemy military action.
by certainty; enthusiasm by spend the day according to your
NAPLES BATHING BAN
those governments whose nations
ability and know-how. Don't own desires now. Stellar in- ___The.mayor of Naples recentBut it is encouraging to know that
benefit from U.S. foreign aid is exfluences
favor
the
completion of ly prohibited sea bathing or sin'
attempt any undertaking
plicit. He is, he said, prepared to cut more federal drug treatment faciliwithout sufficient knowledge of confidential financial arrange- bathing on a stretch of beach
ments.
all factors involved.
off all assistance to countries ties have been created in a single
between Portofino and MergelCAPRICORN
Una because the sea is -heavily
"whose leaders participate in or year than during the previous„ half
(
Dec.
22
to
Jan.
20r- 14
SCORPIO
polluted" by oil and rubbish
protect the activities of those who century — that new programs are
Your outlook and approaches
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
capable of helping more than 100,000
contribute to our drug problem."
Study results of previous
addicts.
The President's remarks to a conactions. If everything did not
The statistics have another side,
turn out as planned, profit by
ference of narcotics officials of more
the experience.
than 50 U.S. embassies throughout however, hinting at the extent of the
SAGITTARIUS
Open 6:30-Start 7:00
the world was a reaffirmation of problem — pointing out the urgency
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
of
a
continuing
response.
American determination to stop
Ends Tonite
You will need a good sense of
g traffic at i-ta source_
ANY NATION that would tolerate
perspective to cope with this
But Mr. Nixon's acknowledgment or share in fiiiancial gains at the ex- ----e-day's intricacies and camplexities. Your innate good
of breakthroughs against the nar- pense of human suffering cannot
judgment should help, however.
siornng toon lxIox •jot cockor
cotics trade in such areas as Laos, qualify as friend or ally.
ofloguthrte • rlciut 63••ns • pm hendr,..
Paraguay, France, Thai/and and
The President has a potent
CAPRICORN
Turkey conceded,4n effect, that the '• Weapon to use in exerting pressure
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Excellent
influences
international effort "IS lagging in'' on those reluctant governments. He
stimulate all your interests
othernations.
has no choice but to use it.
now. This is the time to take
advantage of every available
opportunity and put yourself
high on'the list of vrinners.
AQUARIUS
..*
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
!
A better-than-average day --DIANA RIGO
one which encourages your best
I 1.
r
Pi
Urbino OW ?WM
efforts. If faced with some
minor disappointment, try to be
philosophical and take it in
stride.

7Q,‘

us9

12

gains in war on drugs
only define extent of problem

SMall

500 students consume
biggest banana split

egit;

Social Studies Majors
High On List Of 1,000
Jobless State Teachers

By SY RAMSEY

—Dictionary of Opinoons

Your Individual Your Individual Horoscope
Horoscope

4/14

.

Mrs. Archer said the real department still receives cries
glut is among graduates with for help from isolated districts
social studies majors for high 'which, apparently because of
school teaching.
low pay, lack of facilities or the
"Nobody needs them," she isolation, seem unable to lure
said. "For one opening there enough teachers in any field.
are 200 applications."
Simandle indicated some
Mrs. Archer, trying to deter. practical factors ease the semine why this major has been riousness of the problem.
pursued by many students deFor many years, he said,
spite warning signals a few Kentucky colleges and unyears ago, said she gets' con- iversities graduated more
toaster list cirulated among all flicting versions.
teachers than were needed to
school superintendents by the
Some graduates4ontend their fill available vacancies.
state education department.
advisers never informOd them,
"However, we ended up with
The list is revised every others insist they pcefer
the a- shortage each year because
couple of weeks and consists field' no matter how
'crowded so many of these went to some
primarily of Kentuckians who and Sortie advisers report
the other state to teach, or into
obtain teachingcertificates and students dld-not heed
their ad- business and industry', because
indicate they have no job pros- vice to change majors;
hf higher salaries," he' said,
pects.
"An english major is almost
Sntiandle said many out-of• "We-. have twice as many, as bad in the job inarkeL"
Mite jobs in schools, business
names this year as last year," Mrs. Archer said, "and
health and industry Wave been
Mrs, DorOthy Archer,a consult- and physical education,
espe- nated during the recent eco- •
ant in the division of teachers cially for men, is
over- noinic downturn and "these
education and certification, crowded."
people are being placed in the
saiditursday.
She said the outlook for spe- Kentucky teaching job
mar-Dr. Sidney Siinandle, the di- cial education graduates
stime- ket."
vision director, said there still -times 'can beconie a
hit:andThe employment situation is
are- shortages in elementary.. -milgSlirspositiOn—Nrcb
v
depends., as bad or worse nationally.
voCational and special educa- on geography—whether a
nearThe national education assts.
tion, mathematics, science and by school offers.
certain _ ,_ciation reported a record
industrial arts, but _the jobless- courses.
000 school-teachers are jobless
applicants are riot trained to
Despite the oversupply 41
'and called it "a serious nationteach in those areas..,
teachers, the state, eduCatioh ' al problem."

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Associated Press Writer
Here are four measurements of inflation: a ticket
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
at a niovie theater costs $1 more today than it did More than 1,000 teachers in
vainly seeking
four years ago, an averaged priced auto is up $1,000, Kentucky
a status-symboled house costs $10,000 more and the school jobs this year, and those
majoring in social studies comtab for an hour of prime time on TV has gone up prise the greatest oversupply.
$100,000 since 1968. The only thing that hasn't
The figure of unemployed
spiraled up and up is the price of the political hand- •probably is considerably larger
shake and that's because there is so little demand because it is based only on achy applicants who get on 'a
for it.
"Excessive cost kills pleasure."
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GEORGE C.SCOTT
"THE HOSPITAL':

INEIREINVISHERIffellOWERELMMEffli

PISCES
Web. 20 to Mar. 20)
•
First-rate endeavor will keep
your day at the high standard
its generous influences indicate.
You may find, to your surprise,
that "tricky" tasks prove easier
than ordinary ones.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
exceptionally gregarious individual, with great enthusiasm
for life and people generally
You have been endowed with
outstanding business acumen
and are a terrific organizer.
You are extremely meticulous
in all your undertakings and
unusually
competent
in
emergencies. A born leader.
unlike many of the Libra-born,
you can be a stalwart in your
community, state or country.
You enjoy travel, music and the
theater and may take up any
one of these as an avocation if
you do not choose one as a
career. Bu-thdate of: John Hay,
early Amer. statesman; Elbert
Gary, steel magnate.
To help farmers produce the
largest possible yields-of food
and fiber per acre, U.S. manufacturers turn out about $350
million worth of chemical insecticides a year, Arthur I)
Little Inc . reports. •

P'ilAftQ Sf
5*115 BUICs
LB GRANT

Ogati
tectnolat

* CHILDREN'S MOVIE SAT. I HI 3 *
Clint Walker In "MAYA" (G)

All Seats 50' - In COLOR
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whose motional
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New father
ignores baby
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are both college
graduates, in our late twenties. We've been married for
five years and now have a 3-year-old baby. I believe my
husband loves our daughter as much as I, but I see some
problems developing and need some advice.
The second week after I was home from the hospital I
began to notice his reluctance to handle her or help in her
care. Before she was born he informed me he would not
change diapers unless it was an emergency. I agreed. Then
I developed an infection and ran a 104 fever. I could barely
get myself out of bed, but he never changed one diaper.
When she was a month old we went shopping for clothes for me. While I tried on clothes, he held the baby. She
started to cry so he put her on the fitting room floor. Now
he says he won't go shopping with the baby until she's old
enough to sit in a stroller by herself.
I have to ASK him to play with her. He has never
volunteered. He never wants to hold her. If she spits up a
little or soils a diaper he hands her to me and leaves the
room.
The last straw was when we went marketing and I had
to carry the baby the whole dine. When I asked him to
please take her for a few minutes, be refused, saying he
gets severe backaches when he carries her. [He's 6 feet tall
and weighs 200 pounds.] Now he says he will never carry
her again so I shouldn't ask. This hurts me deeply. What
should I do? It is affecting our relationship, and I know it
Is affecting the baby, too. I want so much for him to feel
comfortable with her and enjoy her as I do. Please help
TROUBLED
me.
DEAR TROUBLED: You can't force your husband to
"help" with the baby or play with her. And any attempts in
that direction will antagonize him, and make him feel
guilty, width will do more harm than good.
Let him know that his attitude toward his daughter Is
souring your relationship, and can't help but affect the
chits!. (It's a fact that wild, boy-crazy tees-age girls are
*smelly the daughters of fathers who paid no attention to
them when they were small, so these girls will do everything wed anything to make up for the love and attendee
they failed to get from their fathers.]
your husband needs professional .counseling now to
overcome Ms obvious efforts to cop out of fatherhood.
[Would be have treated a sett this way?) Offer to go with
him, b* twist that he go. An *ace of prevention . ..
And good inch.
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that a man in his twenties can
go about being a gay dog, hugging, pinching, flirting with
the women, and everybody thinks he's just being a "real
man," and they just laugh it off.
But if a man in his seventies or eighties does it, you,
Dear Abby, and others like you call him "sick" or a "dirty
old man."
Healthy senior citizens have sex urges, too, you know.
Or do you? The poor amorous senior citizens are certainly
an abused and misunderstood lot.
OUTRAGED IN LOS ANGELES
DEAR OUTRAGED: Hold It! I'm ad for senior citizens
enjoying as many of tile's pleasures as they are able to.
providing they play by the rides. And an elderly man who
makes passes at another maa's wile is a "dirty old max"
Ii my hook. And a yelling man who does the same thing is
a dirty YOUNG man.
DEAR ABBY: My dentist has bad breath! He's a wonderful dentist, but it really bothers me when I am in Ms
chair. Is there any subtle way I can tell him? I wouldn't
hurt his feelings for the world.
VICTIM
DEAR VICTIM: You could tell him about a mouthwash
yea have "discovered" aid ask him I. try it. If that doesn't
register, you could "confide" Is its nurse. If it bothers yen,
It must bother other patients. It would be a kindness to get
the message to him.
Problems? Treat Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 117*, L. A., CALIF. NM and ~loft a
stamped, addressed envelope.
For Abby's sew booklet. "What Tees-Ares Want to
Know." send II* Abby, Bea OM, Los mask* Cal. WM.
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Mr. and Mrs.
By Jo Burkeen
A Kirksey couple, Mr. and
Mrs. Chesley Beach, observed
their 67th wedding anniversary
with a dinner
with their
immediate family on Friday,
September 29, at their home.
It was on a rainy Saturday on
September 29, 1905, that the
couple was married under a
bean tree at Paris,Tenn., by the
county judge with Mr. Beach's
sister, Miss Maude Beach, and
Harper Tucker as their attendants, who were later
married but both are now
deceased.
The couples made the trip to
Paris in an open buggy drawn
by a horse, and as they started
home, the rains came and they
did not have any top for the
buggy.
Mrs. Beach, the former
Hattie Harrison,daughter of the
late Thomas Harrison and
Kathryn Pugh, was born
January 15, 1886, while her
husband, son of the late Ivy
Beach and Sarah Radford
Beach, wasaborn January 20,
1881. Mrs. Beach came from a
family of seven children, but
only three are still living who
are Henry Harrison of Detroit,
Mrs. Helen Miller of Hardin,
and Mrs. Beach, Mr. Beach,
whose mother died when he was
fivVyears old, is from a family
of six children with only three
still living, Arlie Beach, Mrs.
Lillie Pierce, and Mr. Beach, all
of Kirksey.
Farm Home
After their marriage, Mr. and
Mrs. Beach lived north of
Kirksey near the Beach farm
until 1924 when they moved to
their present house on their
farm of seventy acres just west
of Kirksey on Highway 464.
Mr. Beach has farmed all of
his life and just this year in his
91st year of life, raised tobacco
crop doing the work himself
including setting, suckering,
cutting, and housing the leaf. He
still cuts his own wood which
they use for fuel at their home.
The couple s1111 has-a garden
and this year they have filled
over one hundred cans of food
for the winter with the help of
their children as Mrs. Beach
became ill in February and was
unable to work until about the
middle of June.
Mr. Beach still drives his car,
a blue 1949 Chevrolet, and has
been sick very little in his 91
years of life. He had surgery for
cataracts on his eyes several
years ago, but has very good
eyesight now. They have their
chickens providing them with
L. eggs each day, and slaughter
their own hogs each year for
their pork.
The 91 year old Beach said he
had not missed a time voting
until last year, and he has
always voted the Republican
ticket. He said he had never
held a public office of any kind,
but had worked as an election
officer. He attended school at
Thompson, a one room school
north. of Kirkser He said he
bought his first car, a T-Model
Ford, with side curtains in 1917.
Hobby
Known as "Mr. Ches" to his
many friends, he has as h
hobby the making of axe an
hammer handles and grows
sweet potato plants. He still
sometimes helps his neighbors
with their tobacco crops each
year.
Mrs. Beach attended Oak
Grove School on the CallowayMarshall County line and is
very . alert on the geography of
the United States and the world.
When one of her
granddaughters moved to Clinton,
Ind., she said right off, "That's
on the Wabash River."
"Miss Hattie" as she is known

Chesley Beach
to her many friends pieces
quilts by hand and quilts them
On a machine as her hobby. She
can still thread her own needle.
She has been a member of the
Mt. Cannel United Methodist
Church for fifty-nine years.
Mr. and Mrs. Beach have one
son, Orvin Beach, born in 1906,
who is a trader and farms with
his father. Orvin is married to
the former Joyce MeCallon and
they purchased a lot near Mr.
and Mrs. Beach where they
built a house.
Children
The Beach couple's two
daughters are Mrs. Raymond
( Hazel) WorkMan, born in 1908,
who resides with her husband
on the Penny Road, Murray;
and Mrs. Twyman (Iva) Edwards, born in 1912, who resides
with
her
husband
atBackusburg. Both of their
husbands are farmers.
They have two granddaughters, Mrs. James V.
(Jean) Edwards of Sedalia,
Mo., whose husband is manager
of the J. C. Penney Store there,
and Mrs. Herman (Martha)
Robertson of Winter Haven,
Fla., whose husband is an interior decorator and finisher
there. They have one grandson,
Jimmie Lee Edwards, who is
manager of the Jim Adams IGA
$tore,Murray.

Suburban Club HA'' Prof. Larne Clark Presents Program At,
-Regular Meet At
Chapter M Of the P.E.O. Sistarhgod
Home
The Farley
_Continuing the 1972-'73 No. 3,E Minor," by Chopin. The
Mrs. Max Farley was hostess
to the September meeting of the
Suburban Homemakers Club
with the president, Mrs. Holmes
Dunn presiding.
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave the
devotion from Colossians 4,
verse 6. The thought for the
month is "A word fitly'spoken is
like apples of gold in picture
silver." .
Erg-hrinembers answered the
roll call by giving "a school-day
memory." This proved very
interesting as the visitors also
gave a school-day memory. The
visitors were Mrs. James
Bogard, Mrs. James Carson,
and Mrs. Jane Dressendopher.
Mrs. Harry Russell led the
group in a preview of Kentucky's folk songs entitled
"Focus on Folk Songs." A tape
recording helped to learn the
tunes to some unfamiliar folk
songs.
Mrs. Lenith Roger's gave an
interesting lesson on "Pattern
Alterations." She stressed that
good kit is important if your
dress is to be attractive and
comfortable to wear.
Recreation was led by-Mrs.
Jack Wilson.
This is the first meeting of the
new club year. Officers for this
year are president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn; vice-president,
Mrs. Harry Russell; secretary,
Mrs. O.J. Jennings; cultural
arts, 'Mrs. Robert Hendon;
recreation, Mrs. Jack Wilson;
and publicity, Mrs. Max Farley.
The next meeting will be
October 9 in the home of Mrs.
O.J. Jennings at seven pin.
Lesson will be various crafts.
Anyone interested in attending
should call one of the members,
and is cordially invited.

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Meet

_ Saturday, October 7
The Aurora Arts and Crafts
pfograin theme,"Following the P.E.O. member teaches piano Fair will be held at the Hollow
Seven (founders) into the in Murray. The program was Amusement Center from ten
Seventies," members of introduced by Mrs. Alfred a.m, to dusk.
Chapter M of the P.E.O. Lindsey, Jr.
The Fall Festival will be held
In the business Meeting
Sisterhood were entertained
at the Hazel Elementary
following
Mrs.
the program.
with a lovely musical program
School, sponsored by the PTC.
Monday evening,October 2. The John Quertermous, president, Sandiwches, pie and drinks will
were
given
Devotions
presided.
regular meeting was in the
be sold starting at six p.m. and
home of Mrs. Larrie Clark and by Mrs. Clark, chaplain. Mrs. the festival will begin at 6:30
with Mrs. Charles Hinds Harry M. Sparks, secretary, p.m.
read the minutes; Mrs. Morgan
assisting hostess.
Vocal numbers, ranging from E. Sisk, treasurer, called the
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
classical German to more roll and gave the financial at Murray State University will
recent popular songs, were report. Regular committee have slave day from nine a.m.
presented by Prof. Clark, a reports were heard.
to four pin. For odd jobs call
Mrs. Henry McKenzie and 767-2375.
member of the Murray State
University music faculty since Mrs. Querterinous announced
1965. Accompanied at the piano that a representative from
by Mrs. Clark, the professor's Cottey Junior College For
Sunday, October 8
selections were: "Dedication," Women, Nevada, Mo., will be at
Senior
recital of Cathy
by Strauss; "Au die Musick" the Murray High School, Hyland, Fulton, piano, will be
Thursday,
November
16.
She
and "Du best die Rub," by
held at two p.m. in the Farrell
Schubert;"On the Street Where will also counsel with interested
Hall of the Price Doyle
Recital
You Live," from-My Fair Lady; young ladies from Calloway
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
and "I Could Have Danced All County High. Cottey, a fully
University, at two
Night," by Lerner and Lowe. accredited liberal arts college,
has
been
owned
and
supported
In an interlude between her
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Gooch
husband's numbers, Mrs. Clark by P.E.O. since 1927. Members
will be honored with an open
again revealed her musical of Chapter M will furnish
refreshments for the career house at their home on Murray
talents playing "Etude Op 10
Route Four from one to three
meeting.
The president welcomed back p.m. in observance of their 50th
Mrs. Hinds who has lived in wedding anniversary.
Lexington the past year. Other
members
present,
not
Turkey Shoot by the New
previously
noted, were: Concord vrc will continue at
Mesdames
Maurice
P. the Garvin Phillips' farm,
Christopher, Olga Freeman, starting at
130 p.m.
The United Methodist Women George S. Hart, L.J. Hortin,
of the Russell's Chapel Church Hugh L. Oakley, W.J. Pitman,
The fellowship breakfast for
held its regular meeting on Paul W. Sturm and A.H. Tit,
members of the MurrayTuesday .afternoon, September sworth.
19, at the church with the vice- . Refreshments of cherry Calloway County Shrine Club
president, Mrs. Rosezella delight, punch, and coffee were. and their families will be held at
--the Holiday Inn at nine am.
Outland, presiding.
served by the hostesses, Mrs.
"James," one of the Clark and Mrs. Hinds.
Disciples, was the subject of the
Monday, October 9
devotion by the spiritual leader,
Leadership Conference for
Mrs. Mellie Hopson. The
the Blood River Baptist WMU
spiritual table display held a
will be held at Elm Grove
picture of James, a Shield, and
Baptist Church from 6:30 to
a beautiful picture of Christ.
nine p.m.
Lora
Mrs.
Wilkinson,
A book study on "India" was
president, gave a report on the
County
Calloway
The
district meeting held at Fulton, held by the United Methodist
who attended along with Bro. Women of the Good Shepherd Genealogical Society will meet
Church on Tuesday, September with Mrs. Foreman Graham at
i-rid Mrs. Clovis Kemp, and
26.
1:30 p.111.
Mrs. Ethel Walker.
Mrs. Mildred Smith
was
The leader for the program on
"Has Anyone Seen A Vision?" chairman of this program and
was assisted by each member of
The Suburban Homemakers
was Mrs. Dorothy Simon. This
the society. Mrs. Maggie Woods Club will inert with Mrs. 0.J.
was Mrs. Simon's question
which she asked the group. This read the scripture from Psalms Jennings at seven p.m.
was a true story which hap- and offered prayer.
The morning session included
The Sigma Department ,of
pened to Mrs. Simon.
brief history reports on the Murray Woman's Club will
Members present were population, urban development,
meet at 7:30 p.m at the club
Mesdames Rosezella Outland Caste system, women in India,
house with Dr. James Frank as
Lora Wilkinson, Daisy Wickoff, agricreffure, and religion.
speaker. Hostesses will' be
Ruby Harris, Ethel Walker,
The afternoon session con- Mesdames Harold Hurt, Robert
Mellie Hopson,Shirley Garland, cerned the role of the
United Buckingham, Bailey Hendricks,
Toni Hopson, Susan Adams, Methodist Women in India.
A.B. Crass, and George Ed
Carrie Hicks, and Dorothy
Present were -Mrs. Woods, Waldrop.
Simon. Visitors were Mrs. Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Olia Lassiter,
Ainbie Willoughby, Mrs. Patye Mrs. Emma Knight, Mrs.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
Overcast, and Master Mark Dorothy Dunn-, Mts. Libby-First Untied Methodist C.hurs.iz
Charlton.
Mahan, Mrs. Esther Sigmon, will meet at the social hall at
Following the closing prayer Mrs. Reba Miller, Mrs. Ruth
7:30 p.m.
by Mrs. Patye Overcast, _Wilson, and Mrs.
Alice Knight.
The Alm° School PTA will
delicious refreshments were . Three visitors from Martin's
served- by the hostesses, Mrs. Chapel were Mrs. Beatrice meet at the school at seven pin.
Ruby Harris and Mrs. Ethel Henry, Mrs. Mary Ridings, and' with the board, meeting at 6:30
Walker.
Mrs. Doris Robertson.

Mrs. Dorothy Simon
Presents Program
At Women's Meet

Book Study Held
On India By Good
Shepherd Women

The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church met at
the church on
Wednesday,
September 20, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening for the
mission study program.
Mrs. Charles Burkeen was in
charge of the program on the
theme, "A National Image.''
The call to prayer and scripture
reading from Exodus 28 and
Mr. and Mrs. Beach have five Matthew 2:23-38 were by Mrs.
great grandchildren who are Charlie Simmons and prayer
Jeffrey and Jeanna Edwards of was led by Mrs. Walton
Sedalia, Mo., and Dale, Fulkerson.
RoChell
and
LaDonne,
The closing prayer was led by
Robertson of Winter Haven,
Mrs. Elbert Outland.
Fla.
Others 'Present and taking
The 67th wedding anniversary part in the
program were
watching Mesdames
enjoys
couple
George Cossey,
television, listening to the radio, Keys Keel,
Luther Hendon,
and are able to read some in- Mason Thomas,
Doc Boggess,
cluding the local newspaper. Geln Hale, Billy
Outland, Gary
They have company every day Wicker, Floy
Caldwell, Aubrey
and night, and especially enjoy Cook-, and Taylor
Underhill.
visiting with their children,
grandchildren, great grandchildren, relatives and friends.
•••••
••••
•
•
•

As we talked with Mr. and
Mrs. Beach, life long friends of
our family,- we _thought_ of the
words of Arthur P. Stanley,
English clergyman and dean
Westminster, who said "a
happy marriage is a new
beginning of life, a new starting
point for happiness and
usefulness."
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o
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•
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Drycleaning SPECIAL
Men's or
Ladies'

•
•
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Officers Elected
By Baptist Young
Women Of Church
The Baptist Young Women of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church elected officers, for the
new church year at their September meeting.
They are Patsy Nichols,
president; Martha Hendon,
secretary-treasurer; Drene
Herndon, program; Virginia
Herndon, mission action; Patty
Simmons, mission support;
Sheila Garrison, bulletin board;
Dot Barrow, social; Ola Mae
Roberts, publicity; Anna
Requarth, adult adVisor.
It was announced from the
mission action chairman that
the Christmas in August
mission fund had been mailed to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wilson,
New Orleans, La.
Coin collectors for the Arthritis drive have been placed in
various business places by the
BYW members.
Long range plans for the new
year were discussed. Duties of
each officer were discussed and
each one was encouraged to do
her part to make the new year a
better and inore rewarding
year.
The meeting was dismissed
with prayer by Martha Hendon.
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Bass Tournament
questi ii every ..Murray Bass we'd have some peace and quiet
Club iiieimutier had in the back of away tram the wind. .
his nasal. It would be almost
Easing iata Goose Creek we
iiiipossible to fish any placein a could see several boats from the
rims') lake such as we had
!a( we'decided to fish the
40
.
faciiig us today.
outside then 'nave back toward
Jun Aliiiand and 14:self had the dock because the day was
decided to start with Goose almost gone by them I leokett
Creek, just araund the point over at Jim as _he said, -Ya
from Little River. Jim's a know who's gonna believe we
student at M.S.U. and works caught 14 bass today and only
,.
part tune at Hendan's service three were big enough tin enter
statian. But when he's not in Iv. contest?"
•••••
working he's fishing.
-.
-But all were legal size. for
.41••••••
,
I wasn't tang until we were state regulatiaas," replied Jim.,
411es,
ea;ing to the back of Goose -We kis* it's a fact Si( that's all
. Creek where we saw the North that matters."
-IAA's go to the dock and
bank was relatively free • of
waves.
weigh in," I said. At that word
"What ya gonna use?" asked we roared off to the dock and
All mad.
found several people had taken
minim slap on a bass that day with Hugh Massey
hellbender on one rod and a leading the tournament for the
Zorraw spinnerbait on the first day.
adieu, it's almost too windy to
Since this was a two day
Jim Almand grins as he lands a bass on the first day of the bass tournament held last week.
fish a worm," I said.
tournament, I was to fish again
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
Just 4n he threw beside a tomorrow but my partner was
But where?—That was the
fallen log in about four feet of 'to be
changed as was
.water. Alinand's aggravator everyone's. Paul Myhill and I
buzzed as he grug it back over were teamed up to fish the
the log.
second day. But since Saturday
"Wham"I saw the rod bend— was so windy and cold I'd taken
Alniand began to reel in line, a case of the flu and was too sick
the Idtle bass came out of the to go. Man was I dissappointed!
water, gills flairing and trying But the tournament must go on
--to.spit that bait right back in and it did.
Jiiii's eye.
Next day I finally got. out of
But it wasn't long til ((le fast bed long enought to go over to
ingAtshad hintto the boat. find out who had taken top
Ii dissappointmenf he released !haloes. After total points were
the bass realizing our club limit tallied, Hugh Masey had taken
was 12 inches and the bass only first place with John Belt close
measured about 10 inches.
on his heels for second and Tom
So back to fishing again: Hereold had been acclaimed
Before I 'knew it Jim had third place winner. Placg 4
. 41
another on and had boated him through 10 are ws follows with a
too, but also in this case he was tie for ninth place by Jerry Kell
under 12" so we had to put him and Pearly McClure: Gary
back.
Marquardt, fourth, then came
Jiuui caught another'abrout 10" Jiin King, Don E. •Jones, Joe
when I began to wonder if I was Pat Ward, Robert Lowe, Jr.,
going to even catch a bass at all. Jerry Keel and Pearly McJust then a tell-tale bend Clure. John Belt also had the
came in my rod and I set the largest bass of the day-6 lbs. 8
"Hellbender home. After getting oz.
the bass to the boat,[was happy
After weighing in, the bass
to find that he was 14", just that -weren't to be .cleaned for
- enough to keep.
supper by club meMbers,.were
Well, Lady Luck had began to promptly. release so • that
• -snide one me,for it seemed that perhaps someone could enjoy
almost every log for the next the thrills of catching them
hour and a half had a bass again soilieday.
behind it for me. But the Junks .. This, people is -sign of true
Cat
was on Jim's _back. I hao sportsiiien. Anyone- can keep
f
Winners of the Bass Tournament were, back row, left to right, Don F. Jones, Dr. Gary Requarth, Robert Lowe, Jr. and Pearly
taken seven more small _ bass bass after catching them but it
McClure. Front row, Jim King, Hugh Massey,and John Belt.
before Lady Luck began to takes • 'a _dedicated bas
Staff Photo by Jerry Allan
smile . at Alinand again. He fisherman to release them altem .
finally tied on a Helibender and he's put so mm
time and effort
began to get some more action. into putting Ahem on the
I also was taking bass but stringer.
Birrdtrany-rif-therisess we were_
_
catchingWould be large enough 416.•;:;•..;2;••;!...-••;2;ano,;•6;2;41•;2;4 %gt.;•.1t;e•
to enter in the contest since the Mobvt77.11.!:!.•of":"!•r. •741!* !TA on!.•r'17.'s
minimu size limit was 12".
"Let's go to Jakes Fork Bay
and give 'her . a try," said Jim:
number one among the
`.*: A short, navigable canal
never know what your next operator or any businessman
"Let's go," I replied. We
tween Kentucky Lake and
in the twin lakes area. People in bluegillers. Those long rows of weren't long getting there with
catch will_ be.
ke Barkley in west Kentucky
Bass fishermen who visit the west Kentucky and Tennessee stickups provide perfect cover
Jim's 65 hp outboard pushing
seds two of the top bass and
Mr. William I.. Crooks of 617
twin lakes in the fall and winter are proud of their famous for big, saucer-sizes bream,and us. Vpon arrival I suggested we
;Cerappie fishing lakes in know the nerve-racking thrill of
they're the favorite target for fish the stumps on the shallow Ellis Drive may have scored a /
crappie run, and they enjoy
thousands of anglers during the side of the creek bed, bass were first in Calloway County as far
-7„stanerica. These two lazy giants a big lasgemouth at the end of a
passing along helpful tips or.
summer months.
Over a,b00--ilailes..
castin: rod or jig pole. Of where, When, and how.
busting topwater after the small as Squirrel hunting is conhoreline and hundreds of deep, course big, splighY Steam
minnows all around 'us, but we cerned.this week while hunting
The 'auger, a srrappy -14r
"..sautet coves to explore. _
he . bagged- a perfectly white
lures
•
, are always popular in the Bass-Tops in Spring and Fall
_operators_ja _the area
cousin to the walleye, is one of price.
sly:trig_ and fall—but plastic
rightfully boast of the best
Fspiri,-art -deep - Lake Barkley— where im- the most prized eating fish in
worms,
we then headed toward the are pinkish but otherwise the
..crappie' fishing in the country,
runners take home the most poundment was completed in the -big fakes. His favorite. Siluth bank of Taylor-Boy where Squirrel is -devoid of color.
and bass anglers can enjoy
nt is below the two big we knew seine good logs were --Nti--.---Ceooks, who will be 70-n4-"bacon" year-round in these 1966, is one of the hottest bass
-; equal success year-round in the
bass rich waters. Jig fishing lakes in the Midwest, and dams, particularly Kentucky laying and maybe they'd have a Dee-ember, said that this is the
r:ice-free waters of the twin
annually produces some of the Kentucky Lake has been Darn. Here the sauger, running bass under them. Just as we first time in all his years of
lakes.
biggest bass of the year in both producing good catches of big from one to four pounds, began to ease into the area, we Squirrel hunting that he has,
Spring, early summer, and
Kentucky Lake and Lake bass for a score of years. Top congregate to feed on the small saw a boat comming straight at even seen, much less, killed a
are the most productive
Barkley. There's a special thrill bass fishing months on both shad that thrive below the us.
white Squirrel..
fishing seasons on Kentucky
White Squirrels are'found on
about dropping a big gob of lakes are April through mid- dams. He'll take spinners, jigs,
.s
here
to
tell
you
or I'll pay
•and Barkley, although there's
night crawlers on 4-inch min- June and September through and other artificials, but for far bps,. Those fellows just ran the Western State University
exciting action in mid-summer
now alongside a submerged November. Best bets for bass best results try fishing like shad smack dabb right in the middle campus, in a toWn near
and winter as well. Summer
stump and feeling the sudden during the summer months are in the swift water below Ken- of that sunken tree and coin- Dresden, Tennessee and in
vacationers can enjoy goodthump of- a lunker bass. It's plastic worms or single spins tucky Dam. If that fails, troll
ienced to crappie fishing:They other areas, however few are
.;crappie fishing and fast action
aritificiaLs saw us coining to it, too,
exciting fishing and takes a fished slowly off the deep stump small, shad-like
but reported in the wild. The white
;;on both 'rites fishing the
minimum of equipment and a beds or stickups or trolling deep slowly along the rock riprap or they just didn't care. We just Squirrel taken by Mr. Crooks is
"jumps" for white bass
runners near the channel banks across the river channel a few picked up our
strong sculling arm.
rods and decided the first ever reported here.
stripes The "jumps" occur
of the main lake and major hundred yards below the dam.
to
go
back
to
Goose
Creek where
•-when great schools of stripes
Crappie Run
bays.
:ace to the surface to feed on
Lake Barkley is a bass
The crappie is king on Ken"...small shad, their faVeirite food.
0,0P 46
....-Linat strings of 60 fish are not tucky Lake and Lake Barkley is fish'erman's dream. There are
•••••".
;Niricoinnion during this exciting rivaling her sister lake in the long rows Of stickups in almost
'Srun that usually occurs in July production of big slabs. The every bay of the lake. These
-.through the fall months. Best spring spawning run of crappie natural fish shelters are the
baits for the "jumps" are into the bays and inlets of result of flooding many of the
n7,409,101
old fence rows and roadbeds,
spinners, jigs, spoons, or shad- Kentucky Lake each year-is the
leaving
the
tops
of
the
brush
and
kickoff
for
one
of
the
biggest
,. like baits. Fishing by lantern
:.7.( light at night also produces good harvests of panfish in America. small trees sticking above the
surface of the lake. Kentucky
catches of white bass and The run usually occurs in April
crappie during. the . summer and May when the hungry Lake, like Lake Barkley, has
crappie move into the . shallow ,thousands of acres of subinonths.
merged stump beds along the
: If you're a crappie fisWerinan, water around the button bushes,
witillitoOPP*-:.
don't give up during the stun- stumps, and other rover- to old channel banks that provide
crappie
ideal
cover.
bass and
mer. The crappie are still spawn. During this run limit
,.
therei-yriu just have to go a little strings of crappie I 60 per person This cover is found not only in
:deeper and find a cooler layer of adequate?) are often taken in the bays and along the
water one to three feet in depth. shoreline, but out in the middle
water. Try minnows along the
-Fishing
is also good in March, of the main lakes as well. •
...(leep drop-offs out near the old
.river and creek channel banks. and after the crappie leave their
, Bluegill and white bass ye
'There's a good chance you'll spawning beds usually in May
perennial favorites with most
pick up bass and catfish along some of the best catches are fishermen and are found in
made along the drop-offs of the abundance on both lakes.
those 'same banks. Below
river and creeks bank-sr- F:ggner's Ferry Bridge on
old
huge Kentucky Dam and.
• ;Barkley Dam giant catfish- :Minnows-and cane or fibre glass Kentucky lake is a favorite
poles -are - still the favorite spot for white bass fishermen
1 blue, flathead, and channel)
tackle, and it's exciting fishing who like to fill their limits at
...are taken year-round. A wide
-variety bf game .fish also that anglers from 7 to 70 can 'night under lantern light. The
enjoy: You don't have to be an deep points along. the_Lake
77
:magregates below the dams to
expert to take big_ crappie on. -Barkley and Kentucky Lake
feed on the bait fish that churn
from beneath the giant turbines Kentucky. Lake er Lake 4iweliiies. also. provides exWebb Caldwell,and his daughter Lore,took these crappie on lake Barkley this week. Also included
in-She-dam. It's fishing fun the Barkley. If ,you're in doubt cellent
midsummer. night in the haul was a 51 z-pound ha..
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
•'': whole (wilily can enjoy,and you where to fish, ask a boat dock fishing. Lake Barkley is
seelsig

#it

By'Jere) Allen
At the drop of the • arm the
bass boats roared out of. Little
River on Barkley lake holding
close tretfie 'channel markers;
The bay was protected from the
roaring chill of the north wind,
that had pushed theyear's first
cold front on top of us.
But as the boats reached the
aid) of Little River my fishing
partner,- Jim • Almond yelled.
"We've got to slow her down,
these giant waves will burst 'er
open."
•
We could see the other boats
shutting down as they neared
the three to four footswells that
produced a niuuntainou.s lake.
lake Barkley was really rolling
today.
- But this didn't stop dedicated
bass fishermen from going
fishing. They were out to fish
the day away for a tournament
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By ERIC PKEWIT
Associated Press Sports
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Oakland Stands As FormidableOpposition To Detroit Tigers
By ERIC PlfEWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND ( AP)-Billy Martin and the Detroit Tigers came
here with the World Series
their goal, but the Oakland Athletics and American League
playoffs stand as formidable interim annoyances.
"I don't like playoffs," Martin said before today's opening
game of the best-of-five baseball playoff series.
"I don't like them either,"
Manager Dick Williams of the
favored A's said.
Both managers have taken
teams to the playoffs once before. Martin's Minnesota Twins
lost three straight games to
Baltimore in 1969, the first year
.of baseball's four-division setup, and Williams' A's dropped
three in a row to the Orioles
last year.
4-It's rough on a manager and
his players to go through the
season and win their division
then face five games in the
playoffs to make the Series,"

said Martin, the former infielder who played in five
World Series with ..the New
York Yankees.
Martin named left-hander
Mickey Lolich, 22-14, to pitch
the___Elayoff opener but- refused
to announce the rest of his lineup until just before game time.
Williams, who countered with
right-hander Jim "Catfish"
Hunter, said, -I've announced
my lineup, and naturally would
be interested in knowing Billy's. But I don't need to know it
until we walk out to home
plate."
Veteran Al Kaline was the.
Tigers' leading hitter in the final, hectic days of the Eastern
Division race, and Martin
smiled Friday when he said,
"Al's getting so old I'm afraid
to put him out there."
The 37-year-old right fielder
carried an 11-game hitting
streak into the playoffs. He batted .353 against the A's this
season, although the Tigers'
team average was only .217

Matson To Have Task Of
Containing Paul Smith
By JOHN W. CHASE
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI ( AP)- Muscular Cincinnati guard Pat Matson, assigned the task of containing standout tackles Joe
Green and Walter Johnson the
past two weeks, won't get a big
of relief this Sunday.
The seven-year Bengals veteran will play against Denver
Broncos tackle Paul Smith,
whom Cincinnati Coach Paul
Brown calls "as good as there
is in football."
Matson and the remainder of
the Bengals offensive line will
be trying to clear the way for
the team's first touchdown
since its opening game of the
season against New England.
"We haven't run into any
teams yet that haven't had a
Matson
tough_ defensive
said after going through drills
here Thursday.
"I don't think there are any
easy ones any more.
"I had Joe Green i of Pittsburgh( and Walter Johnson of
Cleveland ( the last two weeks
and now I've gor Smith," continued Matson. "Smith has
really come a long way."
Matson noted that after this

week, he'll face tackles Merlin
Olson of the Dos Angeles Rams
and Curley Culp of the Kansas
City Chiefs on consecutive Sundays.
-It's a real test," said Matson. "I try to slowly psych myself up every week."
Matson says the Bengal offensive line had some good moments and some bad ones in
Cincinnati's 27-6 defeat last
week at the hands of the
Browns. Overall, he said, the
line's effort was "mediocre."
Besides having to copy with
the tough Bronco defensive line
Sunday Matson and fellow Bengals will be faced WITH THE
BLITZES OF Denver's defensive backfield.
The Broncos are known for
their frequent use of rushing
linebackers, and occasionally
even a safety.
"We have some blocking
calls to try and compensate
against the blitzes," Matson
said. "But the main weapon
against the blitz is getting rid
of the ball real quick."
The Bengals will be aiming
for their third victory of the
year against one loss. Denver
stands 1-2.

against the talented Oakland
pitching staff.
-The key to stopping the
Tigers is Lolich," Hunter said
Friday. "We've got lots of lefthanded hitters, and if he's got
good stuff, we'll have trouble
getting runs."
Martin. will use another
southpaw, Woodie Fryman, in
Sunday's second game against
the A's lineup that includes lefthanded swingers Matty Alou,
Reggie Jackson and Mike Epstein. John -Blue Moon" Odom
will pitch for the A's.
Monday is a scheduled travel
day and the third game will be
Tuesday in Detroit.

By JERRY HARKAIN .
Associated Press Writer
LEWISTON, Maine i AP) Bates College, New. England's
losingest football, team,. is
thiksting for the taste of victory.
"This isn't a hopeless siutation. Just about every time we
go out on the field, we feel we
can win," says Coach Robert
Hatch, whose Bobcats have lost
their last 23 games..
.
"It's all poehological right
now." says•Ccaptain Ira Waldman. -What we need is just
that one victory. It will solve a
lot of problem."
Waldman, an offensive end,
was a freshman in 1969 when
Bates overcame a 21-0 first
quarter deficit and beat Trinity
26-21 for its last victory.
Bates 20-7 loss last Saturday.
to Tufts broke`a New England

ue

Benton

R OF
very Day
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Hazel Begins Season
Thursday At Kirksey
preseason coaches' poll, Coach
By MIKE BRANDON
Roy Cothran's Lions were
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Hazel Lions, who finished picked for fifth place in the six
in a tie for second in the county team conference.
Members of the 1972 Lions are
elementary sohool basketball
Barrett,
Roger
standings, will start their Kevin
season Thursday night at Chrisman, Bryan Scott, Jeff
Cooper, Clay Lattimer, Steve
Kirksey.
Last season, the Lions and Crabtree, Terry Gibson, Tim
their ThUrsday night's op- Bailey, Dan Rogers, Shane
ponents finished the year with Tidwell, Tim Alton and Rex
identical 7-3 marks. In a Jackson. •
Cheerleaders for Hazel for the
coming season are Terri Erwin,
Vicki
Carraway, Vickie
Warren, Cathy Williams,
Sandra Irvin and Lisa Alderson.
Hazel Schedule
Oct. 12
Kirksey Away
Oct. 17
Faxon Away
Oct 20
Lynn Grove Away
Oct.27
Alin° Home
record for consecutive defeats. Nov.3
New Concord Home
The KAA major college Nov
..7
Kirksey Home
record is 28 sharped by Kansas Nov. 14
Faxon Home
State and Virginia. The college Nov. 17
Murray There
division mark is 38, by St. Dec.1
Lynn Grove Home
Paul's of Virginia.
Dec.5
Alin° Away
-We're perennial underdogs Dec.9
Murray Home
because of our size," 'Says,Dec,12
NewConcord Away
Hatch.
With an enrollment of slightly
more than 1,2liatesla a
erat arts college with high academic standards and offers -no
athletic scholarships or preferential treatment.
"We take quite a bit of ribbing, but most of the guy
learn to take it in stride." said
co-captain Steve Eldridge. "We
High School
go out and have fun and play.
Harrison Co. 21, Lon.-Westport
It isn't all that earth-shattering
6
if you lose a game."
Lou. Weitern 10, Lou. Fairdale
_
Waldman says male students
7
are generally sympathetic to Hart Co.
Temple
Hill
6
39,
the team's plight.
Johns Creek 40, Mullins 12

Kentucky

High School

SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) The New York Mets led the National League in attendance in
1972, as everall league attendance dripped because of the
strike-shortened season.
League President Charles
Feeney said Thursday total attendance was 15,529,123, third
highest in the league's history
but 1,795,734 less than last year.
He said the figures were
gratifying in view of the fact
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after the season about the same
zat.110/4S.__ed in the
NBA draft by' itieliireeBuckS.
-don't really have any corninept," said Bill Putnam, presicientof the Hawks, when told of
the Court dl Appeals ruling.
"It's just another one of those
battles."
The NBA Board of Governors
ruled Erving belonged to Milwaukee and the. Hawkswere directed not to play him ip any
gar ries.
Erving diid play in several exhibitions for winch NBA Commissioner Walter Kennedy
fined the Atlanta club a total of
$50,000. The Hawks have refused to pay.and instead filed a
62 million antitrust suit against
the NBA.

•
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The Murray State Racer golf
•team
stands in firth place today

The Racers are 15 strokes off
the pace with a 299: Tennessee
in the final 18-hole round of the Tech
in fifth with a 300;
fourth annual Sweanee Fall Austin Peay, Indiana State,
Intercollegiate Golf Tour- Western , and Vanderbilt make
up the rest of the field.
nament. •
In •-tollege division comTennessee
takes
State
Middle
petition, UT-Martin was at 292,
a. four Stroke lead into play Christian
Brothers and George
COLONEL SANDERS PEC EF
111 today, with Middle Tennessee in State
ll
at .307, UT-Chattati(sika
second, led by Harry Nesbitt's and Sweante
at 309, CarsOnfour-under-par 68 Friday..
Newman at 310, Southwestern
East Tennessee is. four .at.326", and Lipscomb at :154.
Daryll Speegle of UT-Martin
strokes
back in third with a 292,
In
Phone 7517101 ig arid Illinois
State is in fourth, - _carded a 70 ferr the college
111 113 iycamore
...
division lead.
11111111111111111111/111111111111111111111111111111 with a
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field. Vandiver broke the engine in the car Friday, spilling
oil on the track and causing
seventh-place qualifier Joe
Frasson to wreck in practice.
Most of the potential winners,
including Pearson, ttuddy Baker, A. J. Foyt, Bobby Allison,
Bobby Isaac and Richard Petty, qualified on the first day of
trials.
Foyt, two-time USAC stock
car titleholder Butch Hartman,
1968 Indianapolis 500 winner
Bobby Unser, recent California
500 winner Roger McCluskey
and • 'longtime championship
driver Gordon Jofincock were
the five drivers from the rival
circuit making the lineup_

This Week's Pro Schedule
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Green Bay
Denver--at Cincinnati
Detroit at Atlanta
Kansas City at Cleveland
Miami at New York Jets
New England at Buffalo
New Orleans at New _York Giz
_
ants
Philadelphia at Washington
Pittsburgh at Dallas
St.Louis at Minnesota
San Diego at Baltimore
San Francisc-o at Los Angeles
Monday's Game
Oakland at Houston

(nark.
Los Angeles had. 1,860,858 Russell 62, Catlettsburg 8-spectators for Aecond spot, and Morgan Co. 18, Rowan Co. 14
-Cincinnati was third with.1,611,- Lou. Country Day 22, Ky.
459, the club's seeend-higheSt Academy 0
Lou. Valley 21, Lou. Doss 0
total ever.
Cumberland_Co. 20, Gamaliel 6
Ft. Knox 24, Bullitt Central 8
Ludlow 12, Erlanger Lloyd 6

•
94 ••Racer Golf Team
(Reg.$4.75)

By BLOYS BRITT
AP Auto Racing Writer
CHARLOTTE, NC: (AP) A field of 40 starters, and the
fastest in the. 13-year history of
Charlotte Mot'Or speedway, was
completed today for Sunday's
National 500 mile stock car
race.
Only four regular positions
were available during final
qualifying runs at the 1'7 mile
tri-oval. There was a good
chance, however, that the list
would be expanded to 44 starters from the normal 40 in order
to take care of regular Grand
National drivers who were
bumpe'd. out of a possible start
by five visitors from the United
States Auto Club.

.- As it stands now, however, 36
starters were determined in
three days of time trials which
began Wednesday. Their average speed was a sparking
156.481 _miles per hour, something like four miles an hour
faster than for the World 600 at
Charlotte in May.
There was less than two seconds in lap times separting pole
winner David Pearson and 36th
Owensboro 48, Ohio Co. 7
starter David Sisco. Pearson,
Paducah Tilghman 40, Bowling driving a Mercury owned by
Green 24
the famed Glen Wood, turnedin
Warren East 20, Taylor Co. 8
a record qualifying lap of
Whitesburg 39, Fleming-Neon 0, 158.539 m.p.h. Sisco's speed ins
Hopkinsville 28, Mayfield 0
Chevrolet was 149.825
itlurgin 40, Estill Co. 12
Jim Vandivee's Dodge, a new
Crittenden Co. 26, Reidland 6
machine that could run at the
the _league played 41 . fewer. Daviess Co.. 36, Russellville 0
front of the pack, was the only.
games than last year and nei- Pikeville 29, Paintsville 6
entry of note still outside the
ther of the pennant races in ei- Lou. Waggener 23, Lou. Seneca
ther division was my-1y ex- 22
Union Co. 35, Caldwell Co. 6
citing.
The Mets drew 2,134,185, the Madisonville 35, Henderson City
fourth consecutive year the 20
club has topped.We Iwo million Et. Thomas Highlands 58, New-

Erving-Virginiaquilg_

- NEW .YORK (AP) - Julius
tdoesrrt -kTiow • wti
wilhdo about playing pro bas11•111111111111111111111M11111•111111•111••lb ketball.
made a decision
• as"Ito haven't
•
what I'll do," cornmented
s
the former UniversUy• of Mas,
saciiiisetts star after he learned
the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals Thursday? had upheld a
district court ruling that he
could play only for the Virginia
Squires of the American Basketball Association, pending a
Aearing•oext week.
The hearing was set fri-Friday, Oct. 13, one week from
today.
Erving, who left college a
year ago after his junior year,
was a star rookie with the
Squires last season. He jumped
to the Atlanta Hawks of the National. Basketball Association

eries in Game No. 1, clouded
by possible stormy weather.
There's a 40 per cent chance
of rain as the Pirates begin defense of their National League
title in this best-of-five-game
series. Game time is 1 p.m.,
EDT, at Three Rivers Stadium.
"I have no control over my
adrenalin," said the excitable,
extroverted Blass. "It just
comes naturally. You can be
sure I'll be pretty nervous by
game time."

Field Complete For
National 500 Race

Football Scores

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY Court Upholds Ruling On
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.n.'.

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
Pittsburgh Pirates and Cincinnati Reds, two teams Who bellied their divisions, begin the
National League playoffs today
with a pair of nervous starting
pitchers.
Pittsburgh's Steve Blass, an
admitted nervous wreck everytime he goes to the mound, and
Cincinnati's Don Gullett, too jittery to sleep well, match deliv-

Mets Lead National
League Attendance

SCOTT DRUG

el, Pilled

Pirates, Reds Begin Playoffs
Today With Nervous Pitchers

Bates College Needs
'Psychological' Win

1205 Chestnut Street

CAL
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Trigg Co. 29, Murray 0
Washington Co. 6, Marion Co. 0
Lou. Iroquois 16, Newport Catholic 0
Campbell Co. 13, Maysville 0
Ilran Sta. 78, Coy;CativoBoone Co. 47, Coy. Holmes 27
Stanford-40, Mercer Co. 12 .
Richmond Madison 24, Madison
Central 0
Ashland 24, Boyd Co. 7
Russell 62, Catlettsburg 8
Lou. Ballard 13, Lou. Pleasure
Ridge Park 12
Lou. Manual 19, Lou. Atherton
7
Apollo 20, Owen Co. 8
Glasgow 28, Campbellsville°
Knox Central 28„1ossell Co. 12
Meade Co. 28, LaRue Co. 12
,Shelby Co. 24, Nelson Co.6 •
Lox. Tates Creek 50,-Jessetnine
Co. 13
Lynch 58, Wheelwright 0
Evarts 22, Lynn Camp 14
Danville 31, Boyle Co. 13
Shelbyville.8, Anderson Co. 6
Lou. Southern 19, Lou. Stuart 0
Beechwood 20, Lox. Sayre 6
Somerset 24, Coy. Catholic 7.
clourbon Co.-22,--Franklin Co. 20
Scott Co. 21, Fleming Co.0
Conner 34, Simon Kenton 8
Cumberland 8, Wayne Co. 6
Oldham Co. 26, Henry Co. 6
Lou. Butler 7, Lou. Bishop David 7
Trimble Co.8, East Hardin 6
Lou. Durrett 28, Lou. Moore 0
'Ant Thomas Jefferson 28, Lou
Fern Creek 0 •
Elkhorn City 20 20,'.3/irgie 14
Lynch 58, Wheelwright 0 .
Oldham Co, 26, Henry Co. 6
Scott Co. 21, Fleming Co. 6
Somerset 24, Lex. Lafayette 14
Trigg Co. 29,- Murray 0
Harrodsburg 35, Garcand Co. 8
Louisa 22, ttaceland 8
Clark Co. 19, Montgomery Co. 0
Lewis Co. 34, Bath Co. 16 '
Mt:Sterling 17, McKell 0
Córroll Co. 13, Maysville.°
Dayton .18, Eminence 0

Blass, however, figures to be
the calmer of the two starters
because of his noteworthy accomplishments in recent years.
He won two games in last
year's World Series success
against Baltimore and had 19
victories and a fancy 2.48
earned run average this year.
The Pirate pitcher, a 30-yearold right-hander who reached
baseball success relatively late,
faces a young, hard-throwing
marvel in Gullett.
Gullett spent a couple of
months battling hepatitis this
summer. He was a Pirate-killer
in the 1970 playoffs at the age
of 19. The baby-faced southpaw
helped save the last two games
as the Reds swept the Pirates
in three straight in 1970.
The Pirates hit .274 as a
team, 23 points better than the Reds, and Roberto Clemente
was one of those largely responsible for the unusually high
average.
Clemente batted .312 en route
to 3,000 career hits and helped':
the Pirates run away with thei.:
East Division pennant. He also;
killed the Reds when he playedt
against them.
While the Pittsburgh right
fielder must be considered the
Pirates' most valuable player
along with Stargell, the Reds
have a couple in catcher John- •
ny Bench.and second baseman
Joe Morgan. With Bench's NI,
leading 40 homers and 125 RBI
and Mutgan:s 48 stolen bases,
they. give the West Division
champion Reds a wafer-thin •
edge in power and Speed.
Blass says he's particularly
concerned about the Reds' first
three batters-Pete Rose, Morgan and Bobby Tolan, who also.
gives them another sparkling
runner.
"The thing that makes then.
so tough is that they not only
have speed, but they can hit,
the ball out of the park," Blast
said. "It isn't like you're pitch-1
ing to three Punch-and-Judy
'hitters. They've all hit home
runs off me at one time or another
"If you let one of the first
three guys get ori-TraThe, it's
hard to give your total concentratiOn to Ben& and Tony Per- ez. And that's dangerous."

5120"
CASH
EVERY
• WEEK!

lies! We are giy ing away $20.00 to some lucky person every day...Monday
thru Saturday.
Nothing to buy!I ome in and register each day . Adults only. Only one winner
per peeson per
eek You dan•I hay e to he pri•sent ((its in.

* THIS WEEK'S WHINERS * Prices Good Monday, Tuesday,
Wi'dmpsday Only
WEDNESDAY- LEXIE WILKERSON
LIMIT
RIGHTS RESERVED THURSDAY - MRS. PAUL SHAHAN

MIRACLE WHIP
Limit 2 Please

39t
Weight Watchers

LETTUCE DRINKS

19cHead

4•.

Black Cherry
and Cola

1Wcan

/
1
4 Loin Sliced

PORK CHOPS 69;
lb.

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m.- Monday thru Saturday
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Interest Renewed In
Auto Title Measures
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP > —
Legislators have expressed renewed interest in enacting an
automobile, title law in Kentucky as well as to require
boat-operators to be licensed
like car drivers are.
Both subjects came up and
drew some favorable responses
at a meeting of the interim legislative committee on, public
utilities and transportation, the
panel's first since the 1972 legislative session.
As the committee began discussing the auto title law, Rep.
Bruce Blythe. R-Louisville,
commented he had introduced
such a bill in the 1972 session
but it never got out of committee.
The newly elected committee
chairman. Rep. Edward Brown,
0-Bowling Green, appointed a
three-man subcommittee under
Blythe's chairmanship to look
into the matter.
Brown asked the panel to discuss it with county court
clerks, who have opposed the
measure in the past and have
been instrumental in killing it.
Also named to the subcommittee were_ Sen. Kenneth Gibson, D-Madisonville, and Rep..
Sam Houston Watkins, D-Elizabettitown.
. Legislative staff member Edith Schwab said that -lots and
lots of autos are stolen" and
sold in Kentucky every year because there is no state auto
title law.
The bills of sale and auto registration forms used in Kentucky tiow are easy to duplicate, Mrs. Schwab said, but a
certificate of title would not be.
Such certificates therefore
would make it more difficult to
sell stolen cars here, she
added.
Rep. Eugene Stuart, R-Louisville, suggested that the committee consider a bill to require
anyone operating a boat on
Kentucky's waterways to be licensed much as Motor vehicle
drivers are. Several committee
members expressed an interest
in such a law.
Stuart said many lives are
lot in Kentucky each year because boats are used by persons not knowing how to operate them nor the "rules of the
road."
-We need to educate the
people" by requiring them to
get licenses, Stuart said.
-We've talked about this before
but because of the economics
involved nothing has been done.
Sen. Joe Stacy, D-West I.iberty, commented that he would
like to see liability insurance
required for boats. Brown
agreed, saying it was "very in-

Rep. Terry McBrayer, DGreenup, said he thought the
present motor vehicle inspection law should be enforced
or else repealed. Now, he said,
car-owners are charged for the
inspection but often the inspection is not carried out or
done superficially.
He said he thought the law
was being enforced better now
than it was under former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn, a Republican.
, Hugh Morris, an assistant director of the Legislative Research Commission, said that
subject came under the jurisdiction of the Committee on
Highways and Traffic Safety.
He said the committee could
refer the matter to that panel.
Sen. William Gentry Jr., 0Bardstown, was elected vicechairman of the committee.

Hospital Report
October 4, 1972
ADULTS..107
NURSERY..5
NO NEWBORN,ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Martha Ann Padgett,
1309 Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs.
Higgins and BabYiGirli
Rt. 2, Cadiz, James Easley
Manning,60.3L2 N. 18th, Murray,
Miss Mitzi LYne McCallon, Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Judith Holt and
Baby Girl, 1702 Park Ave.,
Benton, Mrs. Elaine Emma
Etherton, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Opal Parker, Cleatus Vernard
Fair, Hamlin, Joel Pettit, 1103
Pogue, Murray, Mrs. Laura
Lucindy White, 60 Douglas Rd.,
Massana, N.Y., Charles Ophus
Grogan, Rt. 1, Hazel, Bernice
Franklin Bishop, New Concord,
William Albert Fulton, Gen.
Del., Hazel, Mrs. Gertie Tutt
i expired), Rt. 8, Murray. ,

20% of all serious
crimes solved in 1911
Law enforcement agencies
throughout the nation solved 20
per cent of the serious crimes
which came to their attention
during 1971.
Police solved 84 per cent Of
the murders, 55 per cent of the
reported forcible rapes. 66,per
cent of the aggravated assaults, 27 per cent of the robberies, 19 per cent of the burglaries and larcenies, and 16
per cent of the auto thefts.
Alcoholism will affect three
million men this year and cost
industry $4 billion in lost time
and inefficient work. In a company of 10.000 employes, • the
minimal cost of alcoholism will
reach $1 million annually, according to Project Health.

ThelAurray Christian Church
Sometimes I think that God looks down on all the people
! and Churches that claim Him, and says "What are you
people doing?" Here we are split over things that I'm sure
are no reason to be split over in His sight. Everyone
claims to be part of the body of Christ, yet there are
divisions over big things but mostly over little things. The
apostle Paul writes in the book of I Corinthians 1:10 "That
ye all speak the same thing, and that there be no divisions
among you; but that ye be perfected together in the same
mind and in the same judgement." Jesus Christ said in
Matthew 16:18 that He would build His Church not
churches. In the book of John 17:11 Jesus prays that God
will, "Keep them in thy name which thou hast given me,
that they may benne; even as we are." In Epheslans 4:46 Paul lists all the "ones" that there are in the Christian
faith.
I look around and see all the divisions that exist today
and I do not believe that we are doing what God wants us
to do. I believe that denominationalism is a division of
God's people and division is a sin. The people outside of
Christ look at us and make all kinds of ridicule at our
divisions. Maybe they have something to say. I realize
that there has been a movement to get all churhes
together, and keep our own serate beliefs. But how can
we have unity upon division?
I propose that we get together throughriesus Christ
and God's Word. Let's drop all of our man-made
doctrines that are foreign to the Word of God, and stop
judging man upon the basis of man's opinions. If we would
just read God's Word seeking its truths regardless of our
opinions, and then follow what it says we would be
together. We also need to learn how to correct people
without becoming bitter and hurtful in this correction.
The Murray Christian Church stands on this basis of
Christians uniting together. We are not the only
Christians, we are Christians only. We will neither take
away from the Word of God nor add to the Word of God..
We have no creed but Christ. We have no book but the
Bible. We make no other requirements for church
membership other than those made by C'hrist. We want to
wear no name but our Savior's. The Head of our Church is ,
Jesus Christ. We have no other governing force outside of
the Word of God.
Everyone is welcome to come and help us establish our
goals for Christ. Our Bible School classes start at 9:45
a.m., and worship services start at 10:45 a.m. and 7:00
p.m. We meet at "His House," 1508 Chestnut St. in
Murray. Kentucky.
Dean Ross

The Murray Christian Church
1508 Chestnut Street

THE ALCOHOLIC

Prisoner
can beat
addiction
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Q. I read your article in the
paper this morning and was
very much impressed with
what you had to say.
My particular problem is
drug addiction. I am what the
experts proclaim as a hardcore addict. Another problem
which can be directly related to
my drug use is the undeniable
fact that I am a recidivist and
cannot stay out of prison.
If anyone ever needed assistance in finding the right path
back to humanity, it is indeed
this person.
I am in complete accord with
your views on the methadone
program and in fact have refused to participate on the local
methadone programs several
times when my parole agent
suggested that I should sign up
for it. Whether or not my refusal has anything to do with my
present dilemma remains to be
seen.
In any event the reason I am
writing to you and my situation
are as follows: As the letterhead indicates, I am presently
in the county Ail on a drug
charge which will undoubtedly
be dismissed in a couple of
weeks and my state parole
agent has advised me through
my attorneys that even if the
charge against me is dismissed, there are only two
things that can be done. No. 1 —
1 can be returned to state prison and warehoused for an unlimited number of years as a
parole violator without any
hope of getting the proper help.
No. 2 — The only other alternative is that I receive some type
of treatment in a drug program. I am more than willing
to participate in a program of
that nature for an unlimited
amount of time, if, and I emphasize this point, it is not a
program that substitutes one
drug for another and in effect
puts a collar around my neck to
be pulled and jerked at the
whin and caprice of a state official.
If I ant to participate in a
drug program, I want to get
some tjelp in establishing my
identity and I want the treatment to be effective in helping
me help myself live a drug-tree
life.
If I can effect that, I will stay
out of prison without a doubt.
Mr. Scott, any assistance or
recommendations you can give
me in this matter will he greatly appreciated and any region
of this state which has a program which you can recornmend .will be OK because I am
willing to relocate anyway in
order to participate in the right
program. Thanks in advance
for year time and eartaration. — A Prisoner
A. I identify with you in so
many ways. This column doesnot afford me the opportunity
to answer in detail and I am
therefore sending you a ceimplete, detailed letter in a separate envelope.
It is obvious to me that you
speak for many other people in
similar positions across this
country, and I want to address
myself to the general problem
you raised. It is unfortunate
that there are only two alternatives for you at this point in
-time. . •
However, if it is true that you
can enter a treatment program
with approval of your parole
agent and not find it necessary
to go to prison, I offer you an
out.
Most states now have treatment programs for their people. Some programs are better
than others. Your state is California which is blessed with
some very good drug rehabilitation programs. It is unfortunate, however, that those programs operating on federal
funds are involved with methadone maintenance as a No. 1 alternative to heroin addiction.
Therefore, I am suggesting to
you in the personal letter I
mailed that you correspond
with me about entering a private funded program. I can
make all of the arrangements
IF your parole agent will approve. Please ask him to contact me or write me and give
me his name and address and
telephone number and I will
contact him.
You have taken the most important step and that is the step
of "hope." You are right, you
do have dignity and you tan get
well.
Bob Scott can be reached'at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin Ave.,
Orange, Calif. 92666 ilelephone
714433-95821.

Don't Throw Stones in This House
By PAUL ALBRIGHT
Associated Press Writer
CHEYENNE, Wyo
(API — If you wouldn't

Crystal castle is the informal
mind life in a glass
name given to a "bottle house'.
house, there's a •'crystal
castle'. waiting in the'Wyoming built in the mid-1960's by a
former Cheyenne man and his
foothills.
brother.
Although buildings using bottles instead of brick are not
unknown. J. H. Widholm, now
retired in Apache Junction.
Ariz . used an unusual barbell
design for the structure and
built it with even more novel
materials.
Widholm spent up to 10 years
collecting formaldehyde bottles
from mortuaries in Colorado
and Wyoming. Then he began
the painstaking construction of
the one-bedroom home located
23 miles west of Cheyenne and
about two miles fain) Crystal
Lake

Widholm and his brother,
G. H Widholm of Cheyenne,
spent several years laying more
than 30.000 empty formaldehyde bottles in specially mixed mortar that would stick to
the glass
Widholm and a succeeding
owner used the house only for
weekends and summer but the
present owners. Mr and Mrs.
Steve McMikle of Cheyenne.
lived in it for eight months
Mrs McMikle said the home,
which has plastered walls ii
side to cover the bottles, was
comfortable but that schedule
problems made the frequent
trips to the city too much to
continue.
The McMikle's are asking
117.500 for the house.
A neighbor, Dan Lill, keeps

13_A N

GLASS HOUSE — This house in the Wyoming foothills is Wilt
with bottles instead of bricks. It was built by J H. Widholm,
—Who collected bottles for some 10 years before starting construction of the one-bedroom home which is located 23 miles
west of Cheyenne

OF

an eye on the place and says it
has been remarkably free of
vandalism over the years. The
morning sun causes the house
to glitter, he said, but the most
unusual affect is on a bright
moonlit night
"The moon causes the bottles
to shine like there is a light
inside," said Lill. "I don't know
how many times I have walked
over there thinking someone
was inside with the lights on
only to find it was the moonlight
shining on the bottles.- '
Mrs. McMikle says there has
been little breakage with the
bottles but the new owners will
have a ready made start if any
repairs are needed There are
about 200 spare formaldehyde
bottles in the double garage

I1JFfAV2

Cordially Invites You and Your Friends, Without Obligation, To Hear
Mr. Donald MacDonald
of
Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust Company, Louisville, Kentucky
on
Trust Services and Estate Planning
October 9, 1972
7 p.m.
University Branch
Highway 641 North
For Reservations and Further Information Call 753-1893

Sale Starts Monday Morning, 9 O'clock

We've Always Said You Get
Direct Mill-to-You Savings!

We've Made an Unbelievable Special Purchase
from One of America's Most Renown Dress Manufacturers!
Regular 3.99 yard

Machine Washable

60" PRINTED

ACRYLIC KNITS
Dress right in all brand new designers prints in this f2l5
most wanted fashion fabric. Easy care, easy wear machine
washable, tumble dry. This material is all first quality, full
bolts 60" wide. You get_alluf this apd savinvatLio!
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New_ _Orleans Cookery Blends
Many Influences For Taste

brunch, but more elaborate. reach.
(Editor's note: Ever wonder feasibility, not biological effec- and investigating the absence
By TOM HOGE
New Yorkers who recall the
Usually it is led off with a
what happens to medical re- tiveness. There was no attempt of reports from some conAP Newsfeatures Writer
concocktail
of New Orleans cookdelights
local
a
Sazerac.
tractors
detailing
to
their
deceive."
ex.
search developments after
I got my first look recent- sisting of rye whiskey, a touch ery can refresh their memories
and
The NIH critics, led by Roe penditures
accomthey're announced? A member
ly at New gel-leans, that of Pernod. a dash of bitters. with a visit to the Grenadier. an
of The AP Special Assignment of San Francisco, Dr. Willem J. plishments.
old city noted for some sugar and a twist of lem- attractive old world type reslovely
Harmison
said
in
University
Utah
Kraft
an
of
of
the
interTeam went back to study one
taurant on New York's East
view
houses and iron- on.
moss-covered
he
has
waived
Kantrowitz
of
royalty
such development announced and Dr. Adrian
Side.
characrepast
regal
is
This
its
balconies
lining
grilled
earlier this year and came up Detroit, decry also what they rights to the Harmison heart
The Grenadier has a woman
terized by such dishes as rich
call scientific conflicts of inter- and has no financial interest in French Quarter and the stately oyster soup, roast quail bathed chef named Velma James who
with the following.)
mansions of its
Revival
Greek
Teco.
The
company's stock
est and secrecy within the govBy G. C. THELEN Jr.
in a wine sauce and embedded comes from New Orleans and
Garden district.
••
ernment's artificial heart pro- soared 17 points in the two days
Associated Press Writer
me. how- in wild rice and artichoke well grounded in the specialties
to'
intriguing
Most
after the March announcement.
e
WASHINGTON ( API — Gov- gram.
ever, was the food, based main- hearts. And if this is not of that region. Among her faAs to objections that the arti- ly on the Creole cuisine. a fasci- enough. Louisiana hosts will ply vorite dishes is Shrimp Creole
Their concerns are shared by
ernment scientists have
trimmed their claims of suc- some younger government doc- ficial heart devices bear his nating mixture of French. you with a crepe- filled with and here is her recipe:
ct earn cheese-and sour cream
cess for a federally sponsored tors who have demanded sev- name, Harmison said that he Spanish, Anglo-Saxon and In- and
SHRIMP CREOLE
blanketed with strawmechanical heart in the newest eral accountings from heart in- doesn't care what the heart is dian influences, all blended to- berries flamed in kirsch Then 2 pounds shrimp, shelled arid
generations
New
gether
of
by
called
and
doesn't
recent
stitute
superiors
in
believe
the
feud within the fractious fraterdeveined
Orleans cooks using the crabs, finally you are served cafe brumatter is worth discussing.
months.
nity of artificial heartmakers.
lot, a spectacular concoction of 1 large onion
crawfish,
tallasco
oysters,
NIH
officials say the latest
The lightning rod for critiThe National Institutes of
sauce and other delicacies that strong black coffee flavored 1 No. 2 can tomatoes
with cloves, cinnamon and or- 1 medium can tomato sauce
Health announced March 2 that cism is Lowell T. Harmison, a heart flap is a forewarning of abound in the region.
leaf
government contractors had hard-driving government ad- deeper controversies to come.
New Orleans is known espe- ange and lemon peel. and set 1 bay
"developed" the major com- ministrator and nuclear engi- The reason: the rise of directed- cially for its gumbo. a com- ablaze with curacao and co- 1 teaspoon parsley
leaves
ponents of an atomic heart: the neer who is chiefly responsible research in which government bination soup and stew made gnac. There are other Creole 1/2 teaspoon thymepepper
1/2 teaspoon black
first totally implantable arti- for the developments an- assigns to investigators the from an assortmen: of shell- specialties, like crawfish 1 teaspoon salt
bisque. a thick soup studded
ficial heart and the first irn- nounced by NIH. The heart problems it wants solved with fish, turkey and other fowl. Or with the bright
red crawfish 4 large green peppers
federal
substitute
you
squircan
money:
rabbit.
and
BUCKING IT TO THE DRIVER-- Karen Moylan,
pump
involved
bears
the
his
decline
plantable, miniature nuclear
Chop onion and saute in olive
heads. stuffed with meat, garlic
duck,
prefer
wild
if
you
of
rel
or
Cleveland, Ohio, checks driver's safety belt in safety
basic,
or undirected, reengine designed to power such name—the Harmison-Teco
oil till, golden brown. Add
bread
and
crumbs.
game.
drive there. lie missed $1 by being unhooked. Program
search in which the outside ina heart in animals, and hope- pump.'
For those who like informal- shrimp and saute 10 minutes.
Another local favorite is the
was sponsored by K'wants Club there
Dennis, the program chief, vestigator chooses the problems
fully some day in man. The stothere is the New Orleans Add tomatoes, tomato auce,
ity.
famed jambalaya. a savory
ry was front page coast to said in an interview he is in- for his 'research with federal dish derived from the Spanish crab boil. This actually consists bay leaf, parsley, thyme, pepvestigating Harmison's rela- aid and operates with virtual paella, This tangy melange of of boiled crabs plus crawfish per. salt and cook another 20
coast.
NIH critics challenge the sci- tions with the maker of the autonomy':
highly flavored rice, ham. and shrimp. The guest sits minutes. Cut up green peppers
Kantrowitz, for one, is dis- shrimp and tomatoes has be- down in his shirtsleeves at a in small pieces and add, cookentific validity of the develop, pump, Thermo Electron Corp.
ments announced in March, the of Waltham, Mass., Tecoi; in- turbed: "Many of us feel that come a favorite in restaurants plain wooden table covered ing a final 10 minutes. Serves
with newspapers. Peeling off four persons and is good with
manner of their disclosure and vestigating allegations that targeted research tends to stifle far from the Deep South.
Sunday breakfast is a memo- the shells of the spiced shell- rice. Should be accompanied by
the propriety of a federal ad- Harmison improperly lobbied a scientific innovation, the kind
fish, he washes them down with a chilled white wine like Villa
ministrator funneling research scientific advisory panel in be- of innovation that has made rable event in New Orleans, bottles of beer nestled in a Armando pinot blanc of CaliYork
New
comparable
to
the
American
research
half of funding for the devicek
great."
trough of ice within handy fornia.
October is the month in siberica, Grape Hyacinth, money 'lb an artificial heart
Kentucky when the mythical Crocus, and Dutch Iris: Scilla bearing his name.
Officials at NIH now concede
character, Jack Frost, brings and Grape Hyacinth do well in
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•..•,•••••••••••••-•.... .04
..".:Vs.krf.""..;1=15.3'..47.111131122M.XXXV.:0:3-;.:',0:0:4::*::**.":;14::*:',C6ili",4
4v
summer to an end. For gar- clay soils and do not seem to be that technical bugs in tbe.:Int, •
deners this is both good news eaten off in'the spring by rab- devices have set the project's
and bad. The good news: hay bits as is often the case with timetable back at least six
fever season is over and crab Crosuses. Gardeners who force months. Long-term testing of
grass has lost its power to bulbs for. winter blooms should the nuclear heart in animals,
engulf lawns and gardens. The plant them now and place them' promised for last spring, has
not begun.
bad news: all tender annuals in cool window wells or Cold
$if
Recent versions of the nucleand perhaps some of the frames to induce the 8- to 10ar engine overheat. The inner
Chrysanthemums have suc- week cold storage period
linings of the hearts release lecumbed to the power of the cold. required.
that clots. Officials describe the
But whether good or bad
The last half of October is a difficulties
as temporary.
news, frost is a signal for good time to winterize inalitS:
The NIH clarifications came
, gardeners to begin clean-up Tender Chrysnathemums
in response to major criticisms
work, says Darrel Apps, hor- should be placed in cold frames.
Srt
from some scientists who are
tirelturistwablhe University of Cut back roses to 30 inches and
developing their own mechaniKentucky
College
of tie there -at- the top to help cal heart models.
Agriculture's • Cooperative reduce wind injury during the
The furor is the second to
at
Extension Service. In the cold days ahead. Young
:
•?mi
rend the artificial heart comvegetable garden, pull out and maples, dogwood, redbods, and
_
Eft
munity in recent years..NIll itcompost all vegetables that are several other species of shade
self was referee in the famous
9€
through for the season. In a and ornamental trees should
1969 dispute between Drs. Denprennial border, cut back all the have their trunks covered with
ton Cooley, and Michael E.
old flower stems and pick up commercial tree wrap to
DeBakey over which man
•••••
and destroy debris from plant prevent frost cracks and winter
ft
.11
Mined the partially implantable
materials that may harbor windburn. All plants need to be
zat
artificial heart first placed in a
•••
diseases and insects for another thoroughly watered if October
man's chest. DeBakey won.
year.
turns out to be a dry month.
"The NIH announcement was
Keep mewing the lawn right
Indoor gardeners should full of deceit," said Dr. Benson
up into November, Apps assess their needs for potting
Roe of the University of Cali.;
recommends. If grass is left tall soil and bring in enough from
fornia medical school.
eribligh- to -trip over,v-it--will
• wirrien to,last__Vough the
Results were overstated, he
provide a good place for winter. Gladiolus can be dug
:t
said, and NIH "implied far
diseases and potential dead any time but wait 10 days after
more than was there. It was
sports next spring. If there are the first kitting frost before
prematilte announcement of
•
trees on or around the lawn, the digging Dahlias. Then, if you
Or- 14,
success to get funding from
autumn leaves should be raked still have plans for a dried
Congress."
and removed at least every arrangement to carry out the
Dr. Clarence' Dennis, who
week. Grass grows rapidly in autumn motif, get the plant
754
took over direction of the NIH
fall weather, but not if the sun is material before the autumn
artificial heart program three
kept out by leaf mulch. In most rains damage them, Apps
days after the March news conseasons, grass will continue to concludes.
ference, denied any political
grow through November,
motivation for the disclosure.
making weekly 16'2f-1-Akin
But Dennis conceded that the
necessity.
murders
65% of US.
annOtrricCrhent ;iv "'stated -in
Deciduous trees and shrubs
a, way that most people
committed with a gun such
can be planted in- October.
who heard it put a heavier imTransplant them when the
As in the previous three plication on actual working, imleaves start falling:
ars, firearms were used to_, plantable hardware than had
autumn-planted trees should be commit 65 per cent of the mur- —been reached at this
October 8, 1886
October 8, 1972
staked to prevent the wind from ders in 1971. Fifty-one per cent
Dr. Theodore Cooper. head of
- rocking and damaging the root of all murders were committed the artificial heart program's
system in winter. Newly by handguns in 1971.
parent National Heart and
- planted or transplanted trees
Since 1966 the use of firearms Lung Institute, apologized for
Tomorrow, October 8, we begin ,our 87th year of service to Murray and
We assure complete freedom of choice in funeral arrangements made only on
'led shrubs will benefit from a 2- to commit murder has in- any misunderstanding.
Calloway County.
the basis of private family decisions. We make no effort at any time to influence
to 3-inch layer of coarse mulch. creased 75 per cent, and as=the family's decision in the selection room. We display a range of caskets, and
"If developed was a bad
Proud as we are of our past, we aie inclined to review it only as a background
For further information on this saults through the use of a fire- word, I'm sorry," he said. li
of prices, to meet the need of any family and to satisfy every preference. All
have
arm
increased
109
per
illgainst
which to build an even greater future. We are concerned with the
subject, contact your county
merchandise displayed and sold, is of recognizable quality Throughout the
"What was developed was. a
cent.
Extension agent.
profession.
prototype that demonstrated E.*: present and look to the future with an even greater confidence.
October is also bulb planting
time, Apps notes. Tulip planting
In recent years, seVeral states w
We have.only one business and one purpose....a more complete funeral ser;
We hre proud of our memberships in The National Funeral Directors
The number of Americans
should be delayed until late
Association, The Kentucky Funeral Directors Association,- The West Kentucky
who ever used marijuana -IS - have .enacted laws that vc, vice with REVERENCE, SINCERITY, DIGNITY and ECONOMY, and also
guarantee to all high school
October; k.lekerwise, they may
Ministering to the needs of the people of Murray and Calloway County.
estimated to fall between 15
District Funeral Directors Association, The Order of The Golden Rule, The
graduates, regardless of their
start growth and may be and 20 million, according to a
Associated Funeral Directors Service, Our memberships have been continuous
academie
records,
enrollment
report in a rec'Int issue of the
damaged by winter. The
and of lonwstanding for many years. These associations enable us to handle all
Our three professional cars are of the latest design and model built to the
in a state college of their choice.
National Association for
gardener may consider some of
arrangements anywhere, with a minimum of time and expense, reflecting our
This is an open admissions
highest standard of acceptable ,Criftsinanship. Our exclusive ambulance is
Mental
Health
Reporter.
the minor bulbs 'like Scilla
policy,
day by day professional assistance to every family in every circumstance.
• fully equipped with air cotrtlitioning and oxygen and also all other first aid

CO.

Frost Ends Summer
in Month of October
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v. equipment recommended by Red Cross for your protection, comfort and safety:
two other cars are 'combination funeral car and ambulance -hut also
0. equipped as above,assuring prompt service 24 hours a day.
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ONE HOUR SERVICE
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DRY CLEANING

OFFER

Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday,

Oct. 9, 10, 11

,$
1

For the past forty four years our Funeral Home has been a place of training
for those who are now serving our commbnity in the funeral profession. Our
•. standards have been set high for responsible funeral service, and we put those
; standards into practice daily. Our services are measured not of gold but by the
lit Golden Rule.
•

•:"!.

We maintain the very highest of ethical and financial standing between all the
above or ganizations. as well as all manufacturers, local businesses, and funeral
directors throughout the nation. We have personal and professional pride in all
our services,
We are authorized to service all burial policies at face value rardless of
where they are written. We are charter members of the Kentucky Funeral
Directors Burial Association.
- -
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ONE HOUR SERVICE

•

▪
It has been our pleasure and privilege to grow with the City of Murray and
7* Calloway County, and on many occasions to make contributions in time and k
'
s 4 financial support to community growth. Our new and modern furneral home ik
the symbol of confidence toward that end.

•

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
re

Kenneth Churchill Imps
3rd & Maple

C't f ANINO

East Side of Square

Down Town
ONE HOUR SERVICE

We pledge a continued interest, a revival of effort, and renewal of our prin-ciples of fair dealing with the public, fully realizing that we could not have
becoine sticcessful without both our new and old friends. We are thankful and
express our deepest appreciation to all.

M
A:

"Where

Streets

Tommy Lee Walker
P hone 753-2411 lirt

Personal and Sincere Service Have Been A Tradition Since 1886"
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Call
753-1916
cl"
PEST CONTROL
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 753-7266. October20C
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
FOR RENT suite of offices.
AdeqUate parking, 711 Main
Street. Phone 753-7846, or 7531409.
TFC

Gen. Grant was early
political leapfroger
Voters are not the only ones
who sometimes switch party
affiliations. General Grant was
one of the earliest, switching
from the Democratic to the Republican party

FOR SALE OR RENT
wommosswe

FOR SALE or
FOR RENT
NICE 3-BEDROOM
HOUSE TRAILER
Bath and A Half
REASONABLE
Phone 753-5865
WANT TO BUY

Music Lessons
Professional _teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments. J & B Mdsic
Center, Murray. Ky. 7537575.

FOR SALE

G C-

7 7

'1

Pn1

E51 ffl

"

1969 HONDA CB160. Electric rNEW DOUBLE Wide mobile
starter, high handle bars. $185.00. home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
Phone 489-2471.
010P on spot. Plenty of other mobile
homes to choose from. Bill's
1971-350 HONDA. Excellent Mobile Homes, 3900 South
condition. Phone 437-4171 after Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
07C
5:00 p.m.
013C 443-6150.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE:

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BY OWNER; 63 acre farm, 55
acres tendable land, 3.38 dark
fired tobacco base, 1,2 acre burley
.tobacco base, 47 acres corn base.
The feed
grain program is
$1106.00 a year. Farm located
one mile on Highway 464, off of
Highway 94 west. Phone E. Joe
Burkeen,753-3970.
OctoberlOC

Let Us Help You Get Off To Church Sunday Morning

COW 8 CALF
BREAKFAST

NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5', VA LOANS, no down payment for
and 6', lift type or pull type. qualified veteran. 12 years to
Vinson Tractor Co.,7534892.ITC pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
TRADE 1970 Dart with air, power 443-6150.
07C
and automatic, for pick up with
or without topper. Phone 492CARPORT SALE, Friday and
8260.
07P Saturday, October 6-7, from 8:005:00. Clothing, infant, children
and adult, paints, old mirror, toys
ATTRACTIVE BAY Quarter
and many other items. 1515
horse mare, very tame. Has
Johnson.
07C
competed in Western Pleasure

Special Family Rate:
Breakfast for Two- $1.50
Breakfast for Three- 82.24

Breakfast for Four- 82.98
Breakfast for Ten- $1.42

50 ACRES; 16 acres tendable.
Located northwest corner Henry
County, Tenii., the Becky
Paschall place, close to Paschall
Cemetery. Contact Margie
Paschall, 503 South 8th Street,
Murray,Ky. Phone 753OctoberlOP
2873.

Each Cow and Call Breakfast Includes:
-Two eggs, cooked any. style
-Buttered toast or biscuits
-Blackberry preserves or jelly.
-Coffee, tea, milk or orange juice
-Kellogg's individual cereals with milk or hot oats.
SINGLE BREAKFAST-85 cents
Offer Good Seven Days A Week
Open 5 am.-Breakfast Anytime

18' MARK TWAIN boat with 100 NEW THREE bedroom brick on
H.P. Mercury motor. Trailer 150'x200' lot, one mile southwest
included. Phone 753-7547 after of Coldwater on black top road.
2:30p.m.
09C Price $16,500. If interested phone
489-2110.
010C

FOR SALE

BLONDIE
v...14AT is

M.DITI4ERS,
iy sAL.A.Are Iasr

iT•
A RAISE'

_KEPT, u• vi1Th4
COST OP

By Owner
8'x30' 2 bedroom

22212 ACRE FARM, one mile
over County line in Graves
County. Phone Farmington 3452407.
09C

Holstein calf, bulls or biters, from 1
week to weaning age.
For further information phone .
489-2161 after 5:00 P.M.

FOR
SALE

A BUDGET
I WORKED OUT
TO KEEP 00.4"1
YOUR COST
OF Livisia

FOR SALE
"NEVER used anything like it,"
say users of Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
07C

MANUAL
Office
AKC REGISTERED Alaskan ROYAL
Malamute, female. Grand- Typewriter for sale. Excellent
daughter to third ranking condition. $85.00. Call 437.4451.
011C
Malamute in the nation. Other Benton, Ky.
champions in bloodline. Also year
old male. Phone 753-9390.
07C•

Trailer & Lot
at Pine Bluff Shores
lake view.
PHONE 436-5402
After 5:00

•

•

FALL SALE
of CAMPERS

NICE ONE bedroom mobile
CREOSOTED POLES and penta. home, 8'x38', price $850.00. Can
•
a
-treated Ii1111130r. Atso styrofeam
be seen at Hale Lock Shop and ▪ Mayfield, Ky.. on the •
logs for dock flotation. Murray Trailer Court. Phone 753•
a
• Benton,..11wY Mine a
Lumber Company, 104 Maple 5980.
07C • 2474187
•
Street.
ITC
Ibase•a••••••••••••••••
12 FOOT SEMI-V Richline boat CHILDREN'S CLOTHES, exNEW AND used tractor tires. and trailer with 5?'. motor
with
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy tank. All in excellent condition cellent condition. Mostly infant
service. Vinson Tractor Co. and ready for the fall fishing girl sizes, to 18 months, some
Phone 753-4892.
ITC season. Priced at $225.00. Also bigger. Also some boy's, assorted
sizes, miscellaneous. Saturday,
30" electric oven only 11 months
JOHN DEERE one row corn old for 695.00. Phone 436-2396.07P October 7, 1602 Catalina
Drive.
07C
picker. In good condition. Phone
489-2646.
013C

BEATLE BAILEY
(0164) ITS Gernsi5
10U644ER APO
TOL1644E-R 70 MOVE
A MODERN ARms.'

ssesses
1
4 Long legged
'hid

NANCY

urntghess
19
2 iWlo

ARE
G
NANCY AND SLUGO
/(AROUND THE CORNER
FIGHTING LIKE
CATS AND DOGS

THIS
I'VE GOT
TO SEE

ing
lea
evird
13 11i/
14 Guido's
high note'
15 Enfeeble
flower
1c7y.
2
19 Crimson
Repulse
21 Playing card
23 French article
24 Scoff
pan
27 goddess
3
28 Foreman
0Heavy cart
31 Physician
32
34
35
7
38

Colonies
Proceed
Nuisance
Anon
it

I
12
15

LIL' ABNER

2

3

ill
19

WHUT'D AN'IONE
WANT TO
FOLLY VO'
FO''

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center
Answer to Yeste day's Puzzle

MOM 00120 QOM
MUGU MOMO cno
200000 OD MOO
OMMO WOMB
MOMOMMOO 0M
MOO= MOO MOO
00 OMOOODO 00
UOM MOB 00MMO
OM OMMOOMMO
MINGO OMMO
MOO MO 0013330
0021 MOM 01203
MO 0000 or

r

36 Atmospheric
disturbances
38 Females
40 More
rational
42 Deface
44 Unaspira ed
45 Sense

Vat A
fAe
v.......

$

6.

7

46 Pronoun
47 Goddess of
healing
48 Music as
written
49 Beverage
50 Falsehood
53 Indefinite
article
8

r•
-•9
A%
::•:*

16

17

4•7:20

21
27

Phone 753-5865
NICE, GOOD style and name
brands ladies 3 piece suit and
winter coats. Sizes 12 and 14, call
753-5544.
07C
LIKE NEW 40 cord double, key
board, electric organ and antique
organ stool. Call 753-5544.
07C
1972 125 HONDA. Will sacrifice
due to going in Marines. Phone
753-5094.
011C

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates

10 11

lIIlNews

ItsIII
Kno

43 -Pot:ie.-a-WI
46
5 Cálm
Novelty
48 Continued

22

153-6
REAL ESTATE
ItY• OWNER; fo
,home, with larg
private patio, larg
maple cabinets,
garbage disposal.
.and Middle Schoo
sell. Bank loan a%
person. Phone 7
753-6342 nights.
BY OWNER; R
bedroom brick at
Street. $20,000.00.
1668.
BABY FARMS- 3
Part of Claude L
, just southwest
Beautiful wood with bottom pa.
Road now being
nish surveyed p1.
- Claude L. M
phones 753-3059:

OWNER WI
professional]
formal din
and air, air
CENTRAL
dining room

ASSUMABI
$13,000.

REASONABLE

UU

eeoff scale
Note
oartn
p
39
2
1 Ca
4
4

ask

REDUCED
IMMEDIA

Also GOOD USED COLOR TVs

Crossword Puzzle
4 S.,
5 !lumber
6 Coniunction
7 Mature
8 Retains .
9 Trader
10 Sick
II, Dance step
16 Lock
opener
18 Cares for
20 Reestablish
21 Lure
/2 Cowboy
competition
23 Parcels of
land
25 Ardent
26 Hindu
peasants
28 Eirst
29 Plumlike
fruit "
32 Cubic meter
33 Printer's
measure

Mustaag Riding Lawn
Mowers powered by Big,
Powerful 7 H.P. Briggs and
Stratton Motor. Direct
from factory, Still in
crates, over 3,000 Brand
new 1973 Models. With Full
one
year
Factory
Warranty.
Must be sold immediately,
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
Full price total delis ered to
your door.

For Sale - Guaranteed

1971 SUZUKI Titan 500. Excellent
condition. Warranty still good.
Must sell. Can be seen at Inman's
Service Station, Hardin, Ky., or
phone 437-4375.
010C

ACROSS

2 or
Prefer Ho
With

NEAR MUR
central hea
TRADE FO

LITTLE BOY'S top coats, sport
coats, suits, pants, sweaters,
sizes 5 to 6X. Some pratically
new. Phone Mrs. Ben Nix 753010C
3785.

SIRT TOO MIKA
PAPER WORK '?
1.0615TiC67 LEGAL
PROI3LEME?

,Perman

--40"
PUBLIC SALE

1.UZIER COSMETICS, :.
distributed by Linda Outland.
1973 18 ft. full selfSpecials till Saturday, Oct. 7, are •
• contained tandem axle
Cleansing and moisturizing
cream, half price. Last time on
ICE BOX, small size round top special for this year. Phone 437trunk. Both in good condition. 4755.
09C
Phone 753-7941.
ITC

THE PHANTOM

WANTED TO

BY OWNER; on Highway 280,
two miles from lake. Three
bedroom brick on 3 acres. Large
kitchen and den. Nice 12'x14'
outside storage building, drapes,
washer, dryer and refrigerator.
Priced to sell. Phone 75307P
8357.

Triangle Inn

Will sell or trade for 2 weaned
Grant also endured another
heifer milk calves. 753-5291 after ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
switch. He went from Hiram
5:15p.m.
011C points. Also regular plow points,
753-4953
to fit most plows. Chisel plow
Ulysses Grant to Ulysses Simppoints, cultivator shovels and
son Grant due to a clerical WANT TO BUY old
error when he entered West attic junk, or anything of value. 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753- FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGER- 1971 MOBILE HOME 12'x65', 2
TFC 4892
Point and the name stuck.
ITC ATOR. Phone 435-4592.
09C bedroom,2 baths, all electric and
Phone 436-2135.
017C 8550. ,
shag carpet. Call 753-5452 after 5
07C
1969 YAMAHA, 125 Enduro, in ATI-115 RatiNDS ME OF 114E
/WHEN 'fa) LEAVE
"TRAT 5TUP12 114ORNON -HE
1 shape. Phone 753-5590.
09C
ON AN AS516NMENT
#,AOROCCAN AFFAIR„Ti-tATitiA5
NEVER ILANTED ICII TAKE Atti
ISN'T HE
HEAP
A NIA5TY PIECE OF ESOINE55.. ANCE.1400,htte% IT5"RX) LATE. STRAW
60iN6 TO 5AV FOR THE401/
DELIVERED
IN
pois`r
OEA61.E
60008V ?
Murray 75 cents a bale. Phone
HAVE TIME 1D489-2352.
\,j/..
5AV 603280,
012C
1961 CHYSLER $100.00. End
tables and coffee table , good
condition 835.00. Phone 4374493.
09C

Call
753-19'
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GARAGE AND yard sale, Friday
and Saturday, October 6-7, 9:00E:00. Cothing, clothes dryer,
ironer, table and chairs, coke table and chairs, brass bed,
antique mantle, other antiques,_
jewelry, 50 to 100 mud grip tires,'
set,. This is-not junk.
need it, we have it. 306 North 8th
Street.
07NC

ift*Verlintir*
a.
CABLEVISION
* Before Oct 11 and
*Receive Installation for
* Only 994 t
* CALL 753-5005 *
* or visit the Murray *
* Cablevision Office in the *
* Bel Air Shopping Center *
* on South 12th.
**************

12'x64'-1971 FLEETWOOD
mobile home, with living room
expand°. Also 12'x12' metal
utility building to stay. Landscaped. rintral heat and air,
three bedrooms, 1,2 baths, shown'
by appointment. Phone 753-8560
.after 6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
4,000 FEET OF dry cypress
016C
lumber. One inch thick. Phone 205 Riviera Ceurts.
753-15479.
09C
1972 NORRIS mobile home, •
BEDROOM SUITE about 50 12'x66', large
expand°. Carpeted,
years old. Bed with mattress and air, washer,
dryer, fireplace, ,
springs, chest, Vanity type large porch,
underpenned, tordresser and stool. Reasonable nado straps's
Completely set up.
priced. Call 753-3730.
09C Riviera Courts,753-3966.
09C

CENTRAL
carpeted,o
Fl
refrig
washe

f

FIREPLA

THREE
city
Un
160 ACRE
$35,000.
BABY FA
eludes r.ic

We -will h

We have
1 Comm
2 Three

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
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FOR SALE
cre farm, 55
d, 3.38 dark
L2 acre burley
res corn base.
program is
arm located
ay 464, off of
Phone E. Joe
OctoberlOC
res tendable.
corner Henry
the Becky
ose to Paschall
tact Margie
th 8th Street,
753OctoberlOP
Highway 280,
n lake. Thret
ii 3 acres. Large
n. Nice 12'x14'
uilding, drapes,
nd refrigerator.
one 75307P
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Ad
Sell It With A Classified

ARM, one mile
line in Graves
Farmington 34509C
SALE
anything like it,"
lue Lustre carpet
t electric shamBetake Shopping
07C

AV!!
S.

C SALE
Riding Lawn
wered by Big,
7 H.P. Briggs and
Motor. Direct
ctory, Still in
ver 3,000 Brand
Models. With Full
ear
Factory

WANTED TO RENT

* WANT TO RENT *
YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE

SERVICES OFFERED

/".

1

,Permanent Residents of Murray
Wish To Rent
2 or 3 BEDROOMS
Prefer House
in County
Fireplace
With . . ,
-Adequate
Storage
-Bath with tub & shower
-Large kitchen or dining area

ask for Debbie
753-6213

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Kin
g's
.
De
n
.
.
.
.
"Mens
Factor
y
Outlet
"
*
*
Nancy

Another View°

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING,
experienced in interior and exterior. Fully equipped for all
painting. Free estimates. Phone
Octoberl7C
489-2287.

One Child

W.

153-1916

'BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. TFC

vo'fid
A'

*
*
*
*
*

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, ceramic tile'
bath, drop in range. Phone 7537850 or 753-1585.
TFC
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
unfurnished apartment, central
heat and air. Good location.
Available October 1. Phone 75.14331.
TFC

• Protects driveways from Winter freeze.
• Preserves new driveways and renews old
driveways.
• All work guaranteed. • Free estimate.

e for Free
re brochure.
mg Riding
n Mowers
Cadieux
Mich.48224

NEAR MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL- Four bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air, garage, shady lot - OWNER WILL
TRADE FOR SMALLER HOME.
REDUCED - Two bedrooms, kitchen has washer and dryer;
IMMEDIATE: POSSESSION
Under $8,500. '
ASSUMABLE LOAN - Three bedrooms, city schools. Under
$13,000.
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR, Three bedrooms, brick veneer,
Under $23,000.
carpeted,outside city, large lot

visit the Murray *
blevision Office in the *
1 Air Shopping Center *
South 12th.
42111$11*******Ii

-1971 FLEETWOOD
home, with living room
do. Also 12'x12 metal
building to stay. Land. "Central heat and air,
I • rooms, P 2 baths, shown
ipointment. Phone 753-4560
6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
viera Courts.
016C

NORRIS mobile home,
',large expand°. Carpeted,
washer, dryer, fireplace,
porch, underpenned, torstraps4 Completely set up.
,a Courts,753-3966.
09C

Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
-.Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSES, 13th
Street. "Every day you
full time and part time work.
delay lets bugs have their
Must be neat and efficient. No way.'
TFC
phone calls. Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
TFC
111•11111as
WANTED PART time or full time
TOBY and
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in
person to Paglia's Pizza, 510
Main.
TFC

H&H SEAL COATING

A

lot**1
BLEVISION*
ore Oct. 13 and
lye Installation for*
Only 994 I
11 753-5005

OPENING THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12th

HELP WANTED

°HELLO, GALLUP POLL. I'VE CHANGED MY
MIND.

CENTRAI. HEAT AND AIR, three bedrooms, two baths,
dining room, basement, city schools Under $24,000.

FSj ROOMalltincludeir side by side
e ovee
s
ace unit, disha
refrig
3
. I
washe f
FIREPLACE IN-THIS TWO
port.

BEDREOM lake home, car-

THREE BEDROOMS, Its baths, kitchen-den, outside of
city
Under $23,000.
160 ACRE FARM - Fenced, ponds, three bedrooms
$35,000.

Under

BABY FARM 20 acres, pond, partially fenced - Price includes nice mobile home
•
THREE BEDROOM mobile home, 1baths,two large lots.
We-will help you arrange arottr financing.
NOTICE
We have clients with these requests:
1. Commercial building or lot to buy or lease
2. Three bedroom,1 Ls baths, central heat and air

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE

4th
Phone 753-3263
!UMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS

202 So

GIVE US A CALL
Home Phone

Sales Personnel:

Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Loretta lobs 753-6079
Bill Adams 753-5657

NOTICE

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
* Southside Shopping Center *
*
*
*
Murray, Kentucky *
* South 12th Street
******************************************4

FURNISHED APARTMENT for
u °7=
f,72uSrtZ.d
two college. students. Available
FOR RENT
o
10-7
now.
Phone
753-3040 after 4:00
BY OWNER; four bedroom BRAND NEW two-bedroom
p.;
.
010P
home, with large den, large duplex. All large rooms. Garbage
private patio, large utitity room, disposal, new Tappan stove and
HOUSE,
maple ' cabinets, dishwasher, refrigerator furnished. Rent THREE BEDROOM
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
garbage disposal. Close to Carter reasonable. Available Sept. 30th. available October 8. Phone
030?
and Middle Schools. Priced to Couple or couple with one child. 753-3040 after 4:00 p.io.
sell. Bank loan available to right Phone 753-3961 before-8;00
_ _ 40NE-SINGLEt...111.,bniu, apart,,
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or p.o.
•
TFC ment • and one double bedroom
753-6342 nights.
TFC
apaitifient. Both with private
REAL litt-TAtE FOR
_ SALE bath and electric heat. Available
BY OWNER; Reduced, three
aTiTeTT-Rarrald-Wf--€4,
tte---bedroom briCk at 1106 South 16th .AT KENIANA Shores ----4717,7
the chill, phone 753-2736
or 753Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
8395.
09C
1668.
TFC 'start at $795. Only $10. down and
$10 per month, lake access. All
TWO BEDROOM house newly
BABY FARMS -3to 5 acre tracts.
including central water.
Part of Claude L. Miller farm, utilities
decorated wall to wall'carpeting.
Phone 436-5320.
TFC
just southwest of Murray.
Ideal for couple or couple with
Phone 247-7201 - Mayfield, Ky.
one child. Reference required,
Beautiful wooded building site
with bottom pasture.in back. 60 ACRE FARM with 5 room for further information call 753Road now being built._ Will fur- brick house, 8 miles south of 7791.
07C
Mutray,-4'on Highway' 121. Day
nish surveyed plat.
CARPET-LINOLEUM in- ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
Claude L. Miller. 753-3064 phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436- EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted, stallations and repairs, all types. us completely cover your home
TFC color TV,air conditioned, electric Residential or commercial. For with Reynolds weather tight
phones 753-3059:
09C 5489.
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit free estimate phone
436aluminum siding. Also we do
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC 2124.
November1C soffitt and overhangs on brick.
Storm windows & door, shutters
••••-;
FURNISHED APARTMENT, t3ARN
'PAINTING and com- and carports. Free estimates.
11'0'4; 1•;•••11i, kitchen, bathroom mercial
spraying. Local painter. Call Garland's Aluminum Serwith shower and bath. One or two References.
Free estimate. vice, Route I, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
iaedm is. Zimmerman Apart- Phone
Farmington 382Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C
i.otiaii, South 16th Street, 753- 2299.
October20C
6609.
Noveinber7C
WILL DO Combining. Phone 753-PIANO
TUNING-Repair- 7287.
09C
Kentucky
.MOBILE HOME on,
'rebuilding.-Prompt expert ser
Lake. Two bedrooms, air con- vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
WILL DO any kind of hauling,
ditioned, completely furnished. pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
including
garbage in county. At
Will rent by week or month. Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753the lowest prices. Phone 753TFC 8911.
fluty 436-2184.
SctoberlIC ?450..
09C
OWNER WILL TRADE FOR SMALLER HOME - This
professionally decorated home has 4 bedrooms, 2ts baths,
formal dining room, fireplace in family room, central heat
and air, air purifier, large lot.

NOTICE

*
*
*
*

REAL ESTATE FOR SI.t..E

sold immediately.
.95, only $189.95,
e total delivered to
r.

AND yard sale, Friday
day, October 6-7, 9:00thing, clothes dryer,
ble and chairs, coke
d chairs, brass bed,
mantle, other antiques,
50 to 100 mud grip tires.
t,. This is'not junk. You
e have it. 306 North 8th
07NC

753-1916

••••••

WANTED TO RENT

550

room brick on
mile southwest
black top road.
interested phone
010C

Call

12' x 60' TWO BEDROOM mobile ••••
*******11••
home, located on Highway .280,
one mile off Highway 94 east.
Completely furnished, washer
and dryer, central heat and
carpet. $115.00 month. No pets. •
•
Graduate students or married •
•
couples only..Call 753-5038. 011C

! On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

4116

:
. Murray
:•:
sery.
i -Nur
Company

Invite You To Have a '3.00 12-oz.

BONELESS STRIP STEM
At A

SPECIAL
PRICE Of

sr:I --

Including Baked Potato and 2 Other Vegetables
This Sat. & Sun. the 7th 8 8th

WE SPECIALIZE IN BAR-B-Q
Many Other Dinners and
Sandwiches to Choose From!
Try One of Our 2 Daily
Specials at $110

Thank You!!

AVON CHRISTMAS earnings can
help
make the
holidays
happier for your entire family'
It's easy selling fine Avon-FREE
KITTENS! Three female,
proficts from our irresistible 8
week old kittens. Litter trained.
Christmas catalogs. Call now Phone
753-5032.
010C
collect: Mrs. fleii Duke, 1-4434465.
Octoberl2C

Phone:
753-5781 NEED CAR clean up help. Call
40P

ANNA of

FIVE POINTS CAFE
and BARBECUE

STOP!
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
I will startiou with $700.II
a-traynttrM4Iteed.,Saud
you to school for
two
weeks, expenses paid.
Train you in the field
selling and servicing
established business accounts.
MUST BE
over 18, have car, ;bondable, ambitious, sports
minded.
Hospitalization
and pensions program. Call
for AppointmentCollect
Joe Belote, Holiday Inn,
Mayfield, Ky., 247-3700
Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday October 9, 10
and 11, From 9:00 am. till
6:00 pin.

• 753-5584.

H&R USED Furniture on 121
Concord Road, 4 miles from
Murray. Has lots of good used
furniture and lots of antiques. See
us for your needs. Phone 753October 10P
j716.

07C

Settle The
Estate
Through A
Public Auction
John Randolph
Realty & Auction
7534382

11/1111•111•01

- Will the driver of the vehicle
that hit a 1970 Ford LTD, ivory
gold, in the left rear back door
while-it-was legally _parked in the
Hendon parking lot at North 4th
and Walnut Streets on Wednesday, October 4,Jalease call the
owner at 753-1916 before two p.m.
or 753-4947 after thi•ee pin. 07NC

• WORKING MOTHER needs
baby-sitter, for small child.
:Nights. Phone 753-0562 before
tSMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
-IVO BEDROOM mobile home,
3:00 p.1 II. or 753-5285 after 6:00
307 N. 4th 753-6091
10'x40', all electric, air con• p.1:1.
RADIO, TELEVISION,
07C
•
ditioned. Water and garbage pick
SMALL APPLIANCE
•
iipfuimf.vd. PNise 753,SALES & SERVICE
:
WANTED
YOUNG
man
with
SPECIALIZING
IN CB & CAR
6551.
012P
RADIO REPAIR
interest, in mechanics to'
• train overseas for ,asseintry.'
•
LARGE TWO bedroom furnished
:'installation, and servicing of
CURIOUS-TO-know
_
apartment. Newly carpeted,
:
automatic brickmaking equipRed Geranium in Canton are
painted. Ideal for two students.
ment.
Job
assignments
enjoyed. Write Red Geranium.
Inquire at Kellys Pest Control.
• throughout U.S.A. and Capada legal notice
Canton, Ky.,42211.
010C
Hours:
bicated 100 S. 13th St.
09C •
• upon completion of training,
Mon. thrt, • Must be draft exempt, preferably REIsORT OF PROPERTY
8' x 50' TWO BEDROOM trailer,
PRESUMED ABANDONED AS
unmarried, free and willing
juiry4i4972
Sat. 8-5
electric heat. $50.00 per month.
travel
extensively.
Reply
to
Lingl
Phone 489-2595.
07C
Sunday Corporation, P.O. Box 1059,
Paris. Tennessee 38242 - Phone Property held by individuals,
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
1-5
financial or other institutions to
a
901-642-9161.
011C
house, large utility, garage.
be turned over to the Department
•
upstairs, lots of storage space.
of Revenue, Commonweajjof
0,
•
Public Auctiort,
AUTOS FOR SALE
Electric or gas heat. Phont 753Kentucky, between November •i
8243.
•
-TFC
and November 15, 1972, if /Or
•
U
- • 1967 DATSUN station wagon, claimed before that time.
antoirfatic.'Extra sharp. See at
TWO_BEDROOM air conditioned
PEOPLES BANK
• 916 North 18th Street.
09C
trailer, one mile fromm Mrray.
Fifth and Main
,FREE Design 8 Estimate
•
$85.00 per month, water fur• EXTRA NICE 1966 Volkswagen,
Murray, Kentucky
nished. Phone Cadiz 522-6332. 09C
Address
Amount
white with red interior. Perfect Name
& W Texaco. Jerry Ross arid
Service
'FREE
ESTIMATE
inechanicseptic
JOHN'S
on
tank'
a
lly.
Like
REPAIR
new
tires.
Charles Aldridge - Managers.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Mrs. Danny Duncan
Opening Friday,. September 22.
house, one block from University. ,Plumbing-electrical-roofing and in.stallation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Price reasonable. Phone 753-1586
Unknown
$29.47
753-5897days or
days or 753-3590 after 5:00
Speclializes in Mercedes 'Benz,
$125.03 per month. Phone 753-6133 carpentr htsho
Life
Ins
Co.
of
Ky.
Unknown
26.73
TFC WILL DO any type of carpenter
y.P7625
•
07C
Toyota and Volvo. Also car air
JOT appointment.
09C ;work, small or large jobs. Free
conditioninr and road service.
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service,
1968 CHEVY Nova, 6 cylinder
estimate. Phone 753437-9594.11ardin, Ky. October 21C
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Mayfield, Kentucky. Cleaned.ind
7955.
November2C straight shift, call 753-9806 afterfgarage apartment with garage. repaired -commercial or
, 07P
$65.00 per month. Phone 753residential, Grease traps, septic
1579.
010C tanks, cesspools, industrial waste
1945 MUSTANG with 1969, 203
disposal. Vacuum cleaned-ail
eogine or 1964 Chevrolet station
FURNISHED' APARTMENT, 'enclosed. Licensed Ind" bonded.
Phone.wagon with 1967, 283 engine.
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air Phone 247-7750, if.no answer 247Automatic, power and air either
for •
•
conditioned, utilities furnished. 7048.
October7C
•
for for $300.00. Phone 753-1874 after 6
•
•
One block from University
pin.
07C
campus. Couples only, no pets. GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
or
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC Installation or rework:No job too
1962 V-8 CHEVY 2 door hardtop
•
big or too sinall.Call-for estimate
• or visit the NIurray
•
'straight shift. 1964 V-8 Chevy 4
••
October23P
436-2159, Jim.,
Murray
the
or
visit
a
Cablevision
Office
in
the
FOUR ROOM furnished apart•
iliuir • liardtim 'autioliatic. 1965
•
5:00
p.m.
the
a
Cablevision
in
Office
is Bel Air Shopping Center
ment, 2' blocks 'from court CUSTOM COMBINING, PliL
•
Chevy 6 cylinder straight shift, 4
Bel Air Shopping Center
• on South 12th.
•
square. Phone 753-4645 or 753- hauling corn or twins. Phone 753door,- 1951 Chevy 1 U-ton pick up.
I
%a
•
on
12th.
South
3347.
TFC 8090.
October25C
Plume 753-7143:
-•
07C
If you know your route
LARGE HOME in vicinity of New PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
1964:INTERNATIONAL SCOUT
boy's number, please call
PICK
your
THE
new
for
stone
Hungry Enough
carpets, floors, furniture arid
Call 753-4184, after 5 pin.
Concord. cak136-5353.
07C
him first. If you get no
09C
To Eat A Cow & Calf/
wall cleaning. Ask about. our home. Let us build your fireplace.
Two Can Have Breakfast
results then call John
Visit
our
showroom
for
ideas.
For A Buck And A Half
1970 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light
FULLY-FURNISHED house on housewide cleaning, weekly,
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Open 5 a m -Breakfast
Stone Craft, 904 East Wood
blue, black interior; 4 speed.
Ky: Lake. Phone 436-5679 after bimonthly or monthly. Phone
Anytmle
number
during
the
hours
, Excellent 'condition.
free Street, Paris,Tenn.,901-6426.00 p
$1500.00.
listed
09C collect Servicemaster for
INN
OctoberlIC Phone
estimate, 247-7333. Octoberl3Nt 1199.
429-2471.
010P

llU
,
•
Quality
•Top
• Material
•
.
•
•
:•Experienced
•
• Personnel
•
.All
.0
(
1t*
•
•
C., Planting
Guaranteed
•
•
•
•
•
VIP
•
•

:

S EEDER
OXBOWS
L ATHE
D IESEL TRACTOR
at
John Randolph'
Realty & Auction
- 753-8382

40

SIGN UP FOR
CABLEVISION
Before Oct. 13 and
Receive Installation
Only. 99'
CALL 753-5005

If You
•
• IIGN UP FOR
Miss Your Paper •
•
.. CABLEVISION •
: Before Oct. 13 and ST,
:
Receive Installation
753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m. •
Only 99' .
•
•
.
•
• CALL 753-5005 •
753-7278
Between
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening

A
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Murray High Falls To Trigg ...
(Continued from Page 1)

hands of the Wildcats' Randy
followed with a seven yard run Lewis.
to pick up the first down at the
On the first play from
36.
scrimmage after the inGrubbs, after Diggs had terception, Grubbs fumbled and
picked up six more yards,found the ball was recovered by tackle
a hole on the right side on the Steve Porter. Murray was able
Tiger line and bulldozed 30 to get off only two plays before
yards for the touchdown. The time expired in the half.
, PAT was good and the defenMurray had eight first downs
ding Class A State Champions in the half while Trigg managed
were on the board with a 7-0 to get Six. The reason for the
lead, with 7:07 left in the half. Murray advantage in this
Murray came back strong department was twofold. Trigg
and managed to penetrate down County was able to put only one
to the Trigg 33 before a pass drive together as the Tigers
from Don Scott fell into the held control (,f the ball for over

Revolutionary War
Seminar To Be Held

15 minutes of the first 24
minutes of play in the half.
Trigg County amassed 108 net
yards on the ground during the
first two periods while Murray
gained a net of 52. George
Landoll, playing with a bad
ankle, accounted for 49 of the
Tiger yards.
'
a
As usual, the Tigers, who lost
the opening coin toss, received
the kickoff to start the third
period. Tim Recker received
the ball and worked his way up
the 33 before being stopped.

The first of eight major
seminars to be held at Murray
State University during the next
four years and dealing with
America's Revolutionary War
history will be-conducted at the
university Oct. 27-28.
Four nationally-recognized
authorities on the period are
scheduled to participate in the
initial discussions; designed to
help junior high, high shhool,
community college and collegelevel history teachers prepare
for more meaningful teaching
of the Revolutionary War era
during 1976-83, America's
bicentennial celebration.
Similar seminars, sponsored
by the Department of History at
Murray State, are planned for
the fall and spring of each year
through 1976, according to Dr.
W. Robert Higgins, an associate
professor and a member of the
faculty since 1968, campus
coordinator for the program.
Participating in the initial
seminar this month will be:
The Rev. Lee Bennish,
Society of Jesus,
Xavier
University in Cincinnati, who
will discuss "The Stamp Act
Congress, Voice of Discontent"
at the 2 p.m. session Oct. 27.
U.S. Congressman Frank
Albert Stubblefield of Murray,
honorary chairman of the
seminar, ) and Murray State
President Harry M. Sparks,
both of whom will speak at a 6
ia.nt, banquet Oot,23
Immediately following, Dr.
Thad W. Tate, director of the
Institute of Early American
History
and
Culture,
Williamsburg, Va., will discuss
"Virginia: The Movement
Toward Revolution."
Prof. Richard A. Ryerson, a
member of the University of
Texas faculty at Austin, will
speak
on
"Inarticulate
Revolutionaries, Men of The
Philadelphia Committees" at
the 9:30 a.m. session Oct. 28.

three also will join Dr. Jack P.
Greene, professor of history and
chairman of the Department of
History at Johns Hopkins •
University, Baltimore, in a twohour, roundtable discussion and
commentary on the -Origins Of
the American Revolution," the
topic for the initial seminar.
The seven future seminars
will deal with: "1776: Decision
for Independence;" "Lexington
to Yorktown: The Long
Struggle," "The West and the
War;" "The Continental
Congress - Revolutionary
Government and Revolutiinary
Loadership;" '•Ilardtimes and
Hard Money-Problems of the
Revolutionary'
Generation;"
"Washington: General and
Statesman," and -The Articles
of Confederatton and the
Constitution."
Registration 'fee for the.
seminar is $2, and tickets to the
Friday night banquet are $2.50
each. Overnight dormitory
accommodations also will be
available at a charge of $3. All
sessions will be held in the
University School auditarium.
"We hope every history
teacher, and anyone else interested in American history',
will take advantage of this
unusual opportunity to participate in this in-depth
discussion of the Revolutionary
War period,- Dr. Higgins
emphasized.
—additioaat-teformationbe obtained by contacting his
office at this address: Dr. W.
Robert Higgins, Department of
History,
Murray
State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.

Landon carried for five yards
in two plays before Glenn
AO,
-Jackson hit left end Don Scott
with an 18 yard pass to take the
Tigers into Trigg territory at
the 46.
Bartley
CATV
Coach Ty Holland's Tigers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI —
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
The People's Party Senatorial Joe Gillespie of Maysville was moved the ball down to the 27
before being forced to give the
nominee in Kentucky, William elected president of the KenE. Bartley Jr., told a group tucky CATV Association at the ball up on downs.
The turning point of the game
Friday that his country's wel- group's annual fall meeting
came on the next series of
fare program has created "re- here Friday.
plays. On a third and six from
NEW CHANGES—Ford trucks for 1973 offer the greatest
positories for the poor- in
changes in six years, according to local
Gillespie, manager of Cable-. the Trigg 45,
Grubbs broke Ford Dealer, Parker Ford. The F-100 Ranger SLT shown here
urban centers.
features an all-new cab, new interior
Vision Company, Inc., succeeds three tackles and carried
and
signific
the
ant improvements in comfort, convenience and technic
Bartley, speaking at Spalding Lonnie Gregory, general manal features, according to James
ball
35 yards down to the Parker of the local firm. The new trucks have made their
College, said he was impressed ager of the Morehead TV Cable
debut at at the local firm and are available
Murray
21.
now,
Parker
said.
with President Nixon's pro- Co. in Morehead.
Four plays later, Grubbs
posed welfare reform plan, but
Jim Hays, president of Irvine
said the President has let the Cable TV and McKee TV En- capped the drive by carrying
the ball over from the four into
program die.terprises, was . elected first paydirt. The PAT'we
nt through
"Welfare is supposed to im- vice-president.
the uprights and with 3:53 left in
prove the independence and
Bill Risden, owner .of Cum- the third period, the
Wildcats
self-sufficiency of the poor, but berland TV Cable
Co., Cumber- were holding a 14-0 advantage.
in reality it does the opposite," land, Ky., was elected
seCondThe Tigers were unable to
he said.
vice-president.
move anywhere in their
WASHINGTON (AP) — The sacrifice this election if we can
Rev. David Roos, minister of
anny-Branstetter;
fallowing series and Farrell
the First Christian Church, will White-House has left open the end this war one day earlier."
ney with Cablevision Systems, punieThto
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — Inc. of Glasgow, remain secrepossibility of significant moveThe London Times pictured a
s
gg__ Ake__114
-71egla- •
Diggs took the-Mr-oh -the-ttr,-'•-U.S. House majority leader tary-treasurer.
in the secret vieharn
broad"Unanswered Prayer," at the
iotort-firmoi-agreefaked
his way past Bubba
Hale Boggs is slated to speak
gotiations over the next few
ment for a settlement to take
Hughes and sprinted 90 yards 10:45 a.m, services on Sunday, weeks
at a fund raising dinner for Suit
while labeling two cur- place after the election.
up the left sideline for the six October 8, at the church. His rent peace
Kentucky Democratic senastories -totally specNixon, who has denied that
scripture will be from 11
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. pointer. The
PAT was good and
torial candidate Walter ( Dee) ( AP) —*A
ulative.the -election will iafluence his
Corinthians 12:7-10,
suit has been filed with 2:00 left in the
quarter,
Huddleston and 6th District against the self-motiva
Vietnam negotiating terms, met
The Chancel Choir, directed . Presidential Press Secretary
ting firm Trigg held a commanding
21-0 by Leonar
congressional candidate John Dare-To-Be-Great
d Whitmer, will Ronald L. Ziegler applied the Friday with Kissinger and his
by three men lead.
Breckinridge Oct. 20.
label Friday to published re- deputy, Maj. Gen. Alexander
charging that it violates KenThe final Wildcat scoring present the anthem, -Almightly ports
The dinner will be held at the tucky's lottery laws.
from Saigon and London, Haig.
God,
Who Hast Given Us
drive started in - the fourth
Sports Center of the Capitol
Haig has just returned from
Grace" by Whittredge. Miss but did not issue a flat denial.
Ricardo Sisney, F.D. Mosley, period when
Henry Martin
Plaza here..
'
Nancy .Luther is the organist. Official policy is not to com- conferring with Thieu and other
-RanttalI .Humphrey of picked off a
pass...
Grubbs
and
Boggs -is a Louisiana Demo- Bowling Green isked
*Janorida,. Boone will be the ment on the private talks be- South Vietnamese officials in
for mone- Baker picked-up 13 yards
apiece worsti
crat.
tary awards from the company. on success
terleader and Lisa tween presidential adviser Hen- Saigon. U.S. sources said 'Haig
ive runs and then
William
s will be the candle ry A. Kissinger and Hanoi's Le talked about the Paris negotiatquarterback Jimmy Mathis hit
Due Tho,
ing session and, amoag other
Diggs on a 28 yard pass iemove lighter. Elders will be Dr. A.H.
Off the record, other adminis- things, reassured Thieu that
"A Full and Meaningful Life"
Titswor
and
th
Lyle
Underw
ood.
the ball down to the Murray
Deaconesses and deacons will tration sources used stronger Nixon would not sacrifice the
At 1 p.m. on that date these will be the subject of the sermon
five.
language to discount the stories Thieu government for the sake
by Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ) AP ) — the school second closest to his
Two plays later, Grubbs be Henry Fulton, Mrs. OR.
the Memorial Baptist Church,
George McGovern campaigns home. And it would permit re- scored the final TD of the night Boone, Jr., Rebecca Dublin, while acicnowleclging that ele- of a quick pre-election deal
for the services to be held
today with his former running opening court-ordered deseg- by driving through the line from B.D. Hall, Don McCord, W.C. ments mentioned in'them may with the enemy.
Sunday,October 8, at 10:50 a.m.
mate, Sen.'Thomas Eagleton, regation plans to-bring them in the two. The two point con- McKee!, Dr. William Seale, have been involved in the secret talks in Paris.
Special music will follow the
and the Democratic presiden- line with the bill.
version pass from Mathis to Ken Sinclair, James Teague,
The Saigon account, a United
Children's Sermon.
and Fred Wells. Greeters will
tial nominee says anybody who
Diggs was succesaful.((
Presa International story attribAt the 7:30 p.m. services Rev.
votes against him because of
MELBOURNE,
Murray was unable to move be Debbie McCord, Donna
Australia
FRANKFORT, KEN- White will speak on the subject,
Boone, and uted to "informed sources,"
the ticket switch is "betraying I AP). — A 20-year-old music past the Trigg 42 and the Tigers McCord, Tony
said the allies will make a new
TUCKY—A
commemorative "Spiritual Growth." The Lord's
the national interest and, be- teacher kicked her way out of a gave up the ball, only to watch David Gore.
stamp marking the 75th an- supper will be observed at the
Flowers on the communion peace offer before the Nov. 7
traying his own interest."
sniall van today and led her six time -run out -and leave Murray
niversary of the National evering service.
- TMrs. U.S. election. The new • offer,
President Nixon, meanwhile, young pupils to safety after two with an even 3-3 slate for the table will be in memory o
Parent-Teactiet- AssoViatiori
-Sanday-Schooi-with HaydenWillie Ann Wells by the Wells according to the account, would
was to make a nationwide polit- gunmen kidnaped them and season.
call for South Vietnam's presiWASHINGTON (AP) — The now on sale in Kentucky's post Rickman as director will be
ical broadcast on radio and out- held them for $1.2 million ranFinal game statistics- found family.
held at 9:40 a.m. with the lesson
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. the Chi dent, Nguyen Van Thieu, to re- Postal Service issued a warning offices.
line his ideas for tax reform.
som. At dawn, when the kid- the Wildcats with 15 first downs
The stamp officially went on subject being "Faith Under
napers had left them to pick up while- Murray had 12. Trigg Rho and CYF will meet in the sign and for North Vietnam to to its customers Friday to
. .
the ransom, Miss Mary Gibbs amassed 244 yards on the fellowship hall with Rev. Jerrell end its infiltration of the South. watch out for airmail letters re- sale recently following national Fire" from Genesis . 12, It.
The story sent the stock mar- ceived from unknown parties commemoration ceremonies in Church Training with Joe Pat
WASHINGTON (API — The reasoned " it was pow or nev- ground while Murray had 76. G. White, pastor of the
Futrell as director will be at
White House labels two current er," and kicked the door down. Total yardage tor Trigg, in- Memorial Baptist Church, as ket shooting Upwards during postmarked in Malaysia and San Francisco.
peace stories " totally specula- The gunmen, who never kept cluding the 90 yard kickoff guest speaker on the subject, the day and led Democratic bearing Malaysia stamps.
Kentucky's PTA President, 6:30 p.m. with the lesson topic
tive," but leaves the posibility their ransom appointment, are return by Diggs,- was 362, "What The Baptist Believe." presidential _nominee George
Chief Postal Inspector Wil- Mrs. George White, Covington, being "The Chaos of Conflict."
McGovern to say he'd "gladly liam J. Cotter said a standar
Other events planned for the
of significant movement in the being sought.
Murray had 107 total yards.
d was the first to purchase the
Group III of the C'WF will
secret Vietriame peace talks
size airmail letter received by stamp in the state in week include the Baptist Young
An outstanding pass defense meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the
open.
United Hias Service, an Israeli ceremonies in Frankfort. Women's meeting at sewn p.m.
WASHINGTON I AP) — The by Trigg County showed up in home of Mrs.
George Hart, Social Concerns
,One of the stories, carried in Senate Armed Services Com- the stets as the Tigers lost three 131 Payne, with
refugee
organization in Rome, Ceremonies were also held last in the home of Mrs. Connie
Mrs. H.B.
the London Times, pictured a mittee decides Gen Creight
Italy two days ago was found to weekend in each of the state's White; the Senior Citizens
on passes dieito tater-captions For Bailey, Jr., in charge af the
luncheon at
broad peace settlement after Abrams wasn't to blame for un- the second week in a row, the program.
kit •
eleven a.m.
fourteen PTA districts.
a letter bo
the Nov. 7 elections. The other, authorized bombing in North Tigers did not lose a fumble
• Ann Hassettine Class
Cotter said the letter bomb
Mrs. White will present sheets Dinner on Friday
The Murray Social Concerns was similar to three intercarried exclusively by the Un- Vietnam and votes to recco- while Trigg fumbled four times
at six p.m.;
of the stamps to Governor revival service
Commit
tee
met
Tuesda
ited Press International in a mend that Abrams be approv
cepted
night,
y
on
s each evening at
Sept.
20 in New York
ed and lost one. Murray was
October 3, at the Community City addressed to members of Wendell Ford; Lyman V. 7:30 starting Wednesday.
dispatch from Saigon, had a. as Army chief of staff.
assessed witiv_one five yard
Center on North 2nd Street.
new peace offer gaming before
the praeli mission to the Un- Ginger, Superintendent of
The Senate probably will vote penalty while Trigg County
Public Instruction; Samuel
New
officers
for
the elections and spoke of the on the question next week.
the
coming
ited
Nations.
amassed 50 yards in penalties.
Deputy Superinyear
are
Beth Broach, chairresignation of South Vietnam's
The New York letters and' Alexander
The game ,jook its toll on
tendent; and to the Kentucky
man;
Lloyd
Arnold
President Nguyen Van Thieu. A.
vice,
others
receive
d
around
SALTILLO, Mexico AP) — Murray as several Tigers were
he
chairman; Emily Wolfson, world by Israeli organizations Historical Society.
Thieu spokesman called it Crowds jammed the city's mor- shakert up.
Tim Lassiter, who
(Continued from Page Ii
In presenting the stamps to
Membe
secreta
rs
of
ry.
the Faxon
"pure fabricetion a UPI peace gue and hospitals Friday night, was injured
bore an Amsterdam postmark.
,
early in the first Mothers
Mrs.
White,
Hugh Moore, Jr.,
McGovern discussed the
Several community programs The Rome letter bore the postClub voted to place
plan."
, waiting to identify the scores of quarter, was unable to return
to
Officer in Charge, Frankfort Eagleton affair Friday in a
Chidead in a train wreck officials action due to a knee injury. new lights in the school building were discussed and further mark of Penang, Malysia.
. .
at the regular meeting of the plans will be made at the next • Cotter said that a postal cus- Post Office, pointed out that the cago television interview, and
WASHINGTON - (AP)- — A say is the second worst in Mex- ;Glenn Jackson
was shaken up club held
first
50
million
stamps released said if he had to face the same
last-ditch fight over House-) ican history. Officials say 149 'several
Wednesday at the meeting when persons more tomer receiving a suspicious
times and George school.
closely associated with some of letter fitting this description, here inverted plate numbers on situation again he would have
.
liassed antitrust/1g -kgis.14tion" petsons were killed and 474
anclan wa..s forced to`feave .the
these programs will be invited should not open it. Instead, a the sheets. The error was no choice but to make the same
brews in the Senate as pressure hospitalized when a 24-car train game for
a short period.
c tib • will have--W-false--4 to speak.
mounts for Congress to adjourn left the tracks making
postal Inspector or a local po- detected by engravers by they decision.
Craig Suiter, a 240 pound
funds for the lights project. This
75
The
"The tagieton - tssue'should
commit
a week from today. A vote to m.p.h. on a downhill curve— sophom
tee
meet
'will
on lice official should . be .con- deci)ded not to recall the
ore tackle, was the only will be done through the sale of
stamps. This feature does not be set aside in this campai
October
close debate is set for Tuesday. and the death toll is expecte
24
7:30
at
p.m.
tacted.
the
at
gn,"
d Tiger to throw the elusive the, club cookbook recently
make the stamp more valuable McGovern said. "We
Community Center. All inThe measure would make bus- to climb.
ought to.
Grubbs for a loss. Suiter nailed compiled by the memebers
but is unique, says Moore.
and terested persons are welcome to
ing for school desegregation a
focus on what are the key probMany of those aboard were the All-State halfback for a
four anyone desiring to purchase one attend, Miss Broach said. .
last-resort and would permit no returning from a religous pil- yard loss
•
The 8-cent stamp is on sale at lems before our nation."
early in the. final .12 of these books is asked to call
child to be bused farther than grimage.
McGovern dropped Eagleton
local
minutes of play. Suiter)-loo
post offices and is
753-7466
or
75.1,3747. Plans are
- k
over in the first quarter in place being made for a Country
designed with a blackboard on on July 31, after the Missouri
Music
--of-1A-Aiter.
which is chalked, "PTA, Parent senator disclosed that he had
The Methodist Men of Bethel, Teache
Show
to
be held sometime in
Next Friday the Tigers will
r Association, 1897-1972, been hospitalized for mental deBrooks Chapel, and In- 8
host Paducah Tilghman, a 40-24 November at- which time a
cents, U.S." The blackboard is pression -three times between
dependence United Methodist
1960 and 1966 and had unwinner over Bowling Green last shotgun and diamond ring will
The Calloway County 4-H
bordered in yellow.
Churches met at Brooks Chapel
dergone
electric
shock
BRETTON WOODS, - N.H. son of John Carradine.
night. Murray defeated Bowling be given away. Tickets for a Teen
Club
held
its for the
"The artist was certainly treatment. monthly meeting on
donatio
n
on
these
API — Julie Nixon Eisenitems
organiz
Green
ational
will
last
meeting for this
week 7-6.
be
The parents have lived
Thursday evening.
inspired," comments Mrs.
McGovern said he dropped
'on sale prior to the show.
hower participates today in the together
year on Monday. October 2, at
for three years but say
New officers elected for the White on the theme of the the vice .presidential nominee
It was announced that the 7:30 . p.m. at the Callow
dedication of 4,775-foot Mt. Eis- they reject
ay year are Ed
the idea of marMaddox, president; child's •concept. The com- he had chosen at the Democratclub has purchased a popcorn County Agricultural Extensi
eahower.
on William
riage. They have named their Foreign tOudy
A. Jones, vice- memorative stamp "puts the ic National Convention "on the
popper which has. been office.
The former Mt. Pleasant, a son Free
.Carradine.
president;
Toy
delivered in time for 'the
Jones, PTA in front of the people, even basis of trying to keep this
HARTFORD, Conn.
fev.• miles from Bretton Woods,
Officers elected Lvere Janet
secretary -treasurer; J.H. those who do not have children campaign centered on the isTrinity ,basketball games.
(UPI(—When
was named for former PresiUsreY,
preside
nt;
Alene
WASHINGTON(AP ) — First College's 1,300 undergrads
in the schools," she says. Mrs. sues."
The
Fall Festival was _Paschall, vice-president; Renee Perkins, reporter.
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower by Lady Pat Nixon
has received a started their fall semester in
011ie Hall of the Oak- Grove White feels the stamp is an
dismissed and the club voted to Sledd, secretary; Jimmy
In
Des Moines, Iowa,
the 1969 state legislature.
large white handkerchief from
September. nearly 90 per cent
Presbyterian honor for the National PTA, McGovern told.a roaring crowd
have a country store. 'Any Burkeen, treasurer; Donna Cutnberland
Former - Gov. • Sherman Paula "Twitty"
Peifer, the 1973 of them were not in sight. They
mother desiring to donate fleathcott, reporter; Lisa Church was the guest speaker because
only
15
Adams. a special assistant to March of-Dimes
com- in a dirt-floored pavilion at the
were not even in this country.
National Postanything such as canned goods, Rogers and Sandra Stark, song and presented a very good talk, memorative stamps are issued state fairgrounds that he does
Eisenhower, was desivated er, Child.
Rather, they were scattered
a spokesman said.
yearly.
throughout the world. starting
clothing, pr baked items for the and recreational leaders.
not think it is an accident "that
master utceoemonies at the dePaula, 5, of Tulsa, Okla„ was
Dinner was served by the
semeste
foreign
r
in
study
in
a
store
is
the peace rumors are flying
asked'to take it to
dication.
-Plans
for
the
year
ma
were
aecomp
anied 'to the White
countries outside the United' school.
.
United Methodist Women to the •
again" as the campaign nears
discussed. A hayride
' House for a visit Friday by her. States.
fifteen persons Present.
. Mrs. Sue Vance, president, wiener roast to be held
Its showdown phase.
, HOLLYWOOD ( API — Ac- parents, Mr.
at the
It's part of a higher
and Mrs. Roger
Old
dogs need...
The next meeting will be a
presided. The room count was last of this month was planned
"If I thought that Mr. Nixon's
- tres.s Barbara Hershe)r,. has de- Peifer
;NEW YORK IUPD—A dog
.
and a brother-T.-Patrick, education trend that'smatured
won by Mrs. Mable , Redden's
ending this War tomorrow
under the age of air trliYiel:
livered a min by natural birth - 8. • • •
Carolyn .Scott and Diane chicken dinner and fellowship may need a change in feeding
period to be held at Bethel as be gets
Tens of thousands of students; ,secOnd grade, Mrs. -Mildred Harrison will be
would be the one, factor that
at her Laurel Canyon home.
beyond middle age.
county Church on
The handkerchief was signed
lease the United States each 'Dunn's fourth grade, and
Thursday, November Veterinarians say food
would
- The father is actor David by student
cost-me this eiecCion,
repreSe
ntative
s
to
Mrs.
the
with
Purcha
a
se 2, at seven
s attending Paula's
year to study abroad, some- at
p.m. Rev. Jaliah good quality protein is more
• s Tucker's fifth grade
there is no one that would reCarradine, Miss Hershey's cos- kinderg
for Area 4-H Teen Council.
arten class at Grimes
branch campuses of the
easily digested by the older dog.
having the most mothers
joiee over the end of that war
tar. in ''Boxcar Bertha," and Public
Refreshments were served at Warren, pastor, and the In some
"mother" institution.
School.
cases vitamin Supmembers urge everyone to
present.
any
more 'than
George
the close of the meeting.
plementation may be indicated.
attend.
'McGovern," he said..
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Kentucky Roundup

Rev. David Roos
Gives Sermon Topic

For Sunday Services

Peace Stories Not
Denied By Ziegler

World News Briefs

Rev. Jerrell White
To Speak Sunday At.
Memorial Church

Commemorative
Postal Service Stamp on Sale
Customers Are
Warned, Bombs

Group
Elects New Officer

Faxon Mothers Club
To Buy New Lights
For The School

People In The News
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McGovern . . .

Calloway 4-H Teen
Club Has Meeting

Methodist Men Of
Three Churches
Hold Dinner Meet
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